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Rebels,
Aquino
call truce

A

'

MANILA, Philippines (AP) A rebel commander serenaded
thousands of people in a provincial town and other Communist
leaders addressed crowds in
Manila to mark the start yesterday of the first nationwide
cease-fire in the one-year insurgency.
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The cease-fire began at noon
with the peal of church bells in
provincial cities.
Thousands of people rallied
for hours in the main square of
Bacolod. 300 miles south of Manila, where four Communist
leaders obliged residents by autographing fans, T-shirts and
scraps of paper.
,

OTHER GUERRILLAS, however, refrained from making
public appearances because of
unresolved issues, including
where rebels could carry weapons.
In the capital, government
negotiator Teofisto Guingona
swore in a five-member national
committee to monitor the 6f>day
cease-fire. He then appeared
with rebel representative Antonio Zumel and called on both
sides "to exercise the utmost
restraint and good faith in the
spirit of making the cease-fire
agreement a reality."
The government reported no
violations on the truce's first
day, although one man was
killed and five were injured
when anti-Communists clashed
with a leftist group rallying in
support of the truce in the southern city of Davao.
President Corazon Aquino,
who made peace with the Communists a cornerstone of her
national reconciliation policy,
said, "If both sides.. .live up to
the spirit that motivated (the
cease-fire), we shall have peace
in this season."
Peace talks are to begin
within 30 days on land reform,
political change and the status
of U.S. bases. The Cabinet yesterday approved a supplementary budget of $500 million.
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Celebrations mark
first cease-fire

Nemesio Francisco Demafiles, regional commander of the
New People's Army, took out a
guitar and played for the crowd.
"Today's occasion reminds
me of the story of the people of
Mount Sinai who were given the
Ten Commandments of love.
Today we bring the tablets of
peace and progress." the Rev.
Francisco Fernandez of the
Communist-dominated National
Democratic Front told the
cheering crowd of nearly 20,000.
The Philippine News Agency
reported a candlelight march of
about 3,000 people in Iloilo city,
175 miles south of Manila. Top
leaders of the outlawed Communist Party participated.
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Joel Kuhlmon tries to maneuver between two defenders during a Bowling Green Youth Hockey game
held last Saturday at the Ice Arena. See related story and photos on page 7.

Problems
delay cable
TV approval
by Melissa McGUIIvray
staff reporter

Language problems in a letter
of intent are holding up approval
by the University Board of
Trustees of cable TV installation
in residence hall rooms.
' Although trustees originally
Eave the go-ahead to Wood Cale TV to begin drafting a final
contract, the finance committee
later indicated they had found
language problems in the cable
company's letter, Larry Miller,
Wood Cable TV systems manager, said.
Now Wood Cable TV must first
submit a revised letter to the
Board of Trustees for approval
before it may submit a final
contract, Miller said.
After the Nov. 14 meeting of
the board, Dwight Burlingame,
vice president of University relations, called Miller and gave
him the go-ahead, Miller said.
The trustees' finance committee had reviewed a letter of
intent from the cable company
concerning cable TV installation
in University residence hall
rooms.
The board took no formal action on the letter, although it was
reviewed favorably, Melvin
Murray, member of the finance
committee, said after the meeting.
Ho*
owever, about a week later,
Burlingame sent Miller a letter
telling him to hold off on the
contract, and instead begin revising the letter of intent for
approval at tomorrow's meeting.

MILLER SAID there were apparently "language problems"

with the letter that the board
wanted to be clarified.
Concerns expressed by the
trustees included the estimated
length of the initial contract and
rates for the system. Miller said
the trustees also wanted Wood
Cable TV to estimate a 10-year
outlook of the system.
Miller said he was unable to
answer some of the trustees'
questions.
To clear up the problems, the
letter has been revised after a
series of meetings between
Miller and the University trustees.
"Some items were written unclearly," Miller said. "There
were questions that (the trustees thought) needed to be
clearer."
Despite lengthy discussion
with the trustees, Miller said
few changes were actually
made.
"We talked about a lot of
things but really didn't change
very many," he said.
However, three clauses were
added to the letter as a result of
the discussions.
One clause says that if a student does not pay his or her
cable bill, the University will not
be liable for the debt.
Another says that if a problem
comes up with either the University or Wood Cable, the party
with the problem would notify
the other party and have 60 days
to correct the problem.
A CLAUSE was also added
that says if a copyright law is
violated, Wood Cable would not
hold the University liable for
D See Cable, page 6.

Students can influence divestment
by Diane Dods
reporter

A 1965 survey of universities which
have divested their holdings of companies in South Africa found that 75 percent
of the respondents cited student activism
as a significant factor in the pressures or
events which precipitated divestment
actions.
Members of several University organizations hope to get students to join in
their effort to influence the BGSU Foundation to do the same.
Cassie Madden, Black Student Union
president, said she was encouraged by
the number of students who participated
in the local anti-apartheid rally in October. Students may be more likely to Join
the campus divestment movement now
that they know the University foundation
is involved, Madden said.
The foundation has about $780,000
worth of investments in 40 companies
which conduct business in South Africa.
Nationwide protests at universities have
focused on ending support for the government's system of apartheid.
"I would think students would see this

"I wouldn't be surprised if a majority of students
on this campus would not support
divestment. . . Change usually doesn't begin with
the majority — look at the civil rights movement."
Bill Thompson, United Christian Fellowship
campus minister.
as a way they could make a difference, a
way to help change something that's
very wrong. Madden said.
She said both black and white students
should be concerned about apartheid concerned enough, at least, to learn
about the issues.
Members of the Progressive Student
Organization, a recently-formed student
group which has spoken out in favor of
divestment, said they will work to educate the campus and will also organize
"dramatic" actions to raise students'
awareness.
Such actions may include building a

shantytown on campus symbolizing the
homes black South Africans live in, as
well as more demonstrations, said Sandy
Neidert, Peace Coalition co-chair and
PSO member.
Although they would like student support for their position, Neidert and several others said they will protest the
foundation's involvement without the
support
of the majority of the campus.
r
'I wouldn't be surprised if a majority
of students on this campus would not
support divestment," said Bill Thompson, United Christian Fellowship campus minister. "Change usually doesn't

begin with the majority - look at the civil
rights movement.
Disreali Hutton, a member of the Caribbean Association, agreed that decisions to act should not be based on
popular opinion.
Are we going to ask the majority to
decide if a regime should continue that
kills people, imprisons children, brutalizes dissenters?" he said. "This is a
clear issue - apartheid is a crime
against humanity that we must stop
perpetuating."
University President Paul Olscamp
said students should nave a voice in the
foundation's decisions, but agreed with
Dwight Burlingame, secretary of the
foundation's board of directors, that the
voice should only be advisory.
Burlingame added that he would be
surprised if many students spoke up
about the foundation's investments.
"I have a sense that on this campus where only a couple hundred students
voted in the last USG election - students
probably don't care too much about this
issue," he said.

Casey denies knowledge of arms-contra link
witnesses who have refused to discuss what they
know.
One of those witnesses, Vice Adm. John Poindezter, President Reagan's former national security adviser, met for only about 10 minutes behind
closed doors with the House Intelligence Committee. Previously, Poindezter has cited his Fifth
Amendment right against self-incrimination in
refusing to testify before the House Foreign Affairs Committee and the Senate Intelligence Committee.
Rep. Robert Roe, D-N.J., said Poindezter again
invoked the Fifth Amendment in his brief appearance before the House Intelligence Committee.
That panel also heard secret testimony from
Robert Gates, the deputy CIA director, whom Roe
described as "very open."
Robert McFarlane, Poindezter's predecessor as
Reagan's national security adviser, also testified.
Roe agreed with other legislators on various
committees that as the amount of testimony being
collected grows, new questions arise.

WASHINGTON (AP) - CIA Director William
Casey, in five hours of secret, sworn congressional
testimony, denied yesterday that he knew the
profits from U.S. arms sales to Iran were being
tranaf erred to Nicaraguan contra rebels, lawmakers reported.
But Rep. Dante Fascell, D-Fla., chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee, said Casey did
offer specifics "with regard to a lot of information
which we did not have on the record before"
the unraveling scandal that has engulfed the Reagan administration.
Fascell added. "When all of the dots are eventually linked on this, it will be, I won't use the word
incredible, but it certainly will be extraordinary."
He added that be hopes the whole story will be
uncovered soon.
Rep. William Broomfield of Michigan, the senior Republican on the committee, said, "The
good news is that Mr. Casey was pretty candid
with us and none of what he had to say in any way
indicates that the president knew or should have
known of any wrongdoing.
"The bad news is that what Mr. Casey told us
indicates serious errors of Judgment by senior CIA
personnel," Broomfield said, adding, 'That needs
lobe corrected."

"I THINK slot of the issues... are beginning to
be cleared up," be said. "But other issues are
being exacerbated and beginning to unfold."
On the other side of Capitol Hill, the Senate
Intelligent Committee met briefly as yet another
witness declined to testify.
Sen. David Durenberger, R-Minn., the committee chairman, said Robert button, an associate of
rettnd Air Force Mai. Gen. Richard Secord,
invoked his Fifth Amendment rights.

CASEY TESTIFIED as Republicans and Democrats sparred over whether congressional committees investigating the Iran-contra connection
should grant immunity from prosecution to key
.>

Students question arms deal
by NBzaH Stewart III
utttarrt managing adttor

While members of the Reae administration come unIncreasing fire from
Congress and the media because of the Iranian
arms/eootra aid deal, University students believe it will
take a long time for the true
■toy to twooupt lUKWf P.
An ABC News poll released
thai week found that « percent of ts« respondents think
Reagan should resign if he's
lyia£abont when he learned
profits from the arms sale
were diverted to the Nicarafsaa centra rebels.
Mark Laimbeer, senior
marketing major, said there
are aW of facts not yet
disclosed about what happened, therefore It's too early

to think about possible damage to the president.
Ife said he believes it's hard
to determine at this point If
Reagan is telling the truth or
not.
"There's not enough information oat right now to say
that, but if they find out (the
president) is lying, things will
get worse and worse," he
said.
Kathy Ekelman, senior
IPCO major, said reporting of
the scandal has been blown
out of proportion, particularly the hearings of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee aired live earlier this
weak.
"The live bearings have
dra«ed all this out," she
sakTBut when Reagan's top
NSC advisers took the Fifth
Amendment and refused to

testify, she added, "it's almost like they were admitting
their guilt."
Debbie Wieczorkowski, senior theater major, said the
fact the hearings were nationally televised seemed to hamthe progress of the
"I have a feeling we're not
getting the whole truth," she
said. "Politics is being
brought Into it instead of
those involved simply telling
the truth."
Iain Walker, unclassified
graduate student, agreed.
"The onh time (Oliver)
North, (William) Casey and
(John) Poindezter are going
to say anything pertinent is
going to be in a closed session/' be said. •Everybody's
being really careful not to
attack rVesident Reagan."
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Divestment a good idea
n international issue that has rocked col-

Aillege campuses all across the country was
brought home this week when a series of BG News

investigative reports revealed investments by the
BGSU Foundation with companies doing business
in the Republic of South Africa.
Universities investing in such companies have
drawn criticism because, critics say, such investment indirectly supports apartheid, South Africa's
system of legalized segregation under which thousands of blacks have died at the hands of the whiteminority government there.
TTie University, or at least the foundation, is
certain to come under the same criticism. The
foundation's board will have to consider that criticism when it meets in January to review the
foundation's investment policy.
And when the review board presents its conclusions later in the spring, it would be wise to
conclude that the foundation's investments should
be shifted away from those companies. In other
words, divest.
Proponents of divestment argue that it would
serve as a symbolic gesture against apartheid. But
there are more concrete reasons to divest.
A spokesperson for Ameritrust, the foundation's
investment-brokerage firm, said that with the
variety of investment opportunities in the modern
market, divestment and reinvestment in companies that do not operate in South Africa would not
compromise the foundation's interests.
Additionally, as University President Paul Olscamp pointed out in Tuesday's News, divestment
may ultimately make for sound financial practice
for the foundation. South Africa's unstable political
situation isn't likely to change in the near future. A
stable business climate is tied to a stable political
climate, and the foundation's investments are
therefore threatened.
The moral and ethical considerations of divestments aside, those arguments alone should convince the foundation's hoard that divestment is a
good investment.

Letters
Students should be able
to park on sidestreets
In regard to the Dec. 4 BG
News article titled "City to restrict daytime parking on Crun
Street" - Dave Barber, public
works director, stated that "I
don't think it's appropriate for
students to use the street as a
parking lot. I don't think it's up
to local residents to put up with
that"
Whether you believe it or not,
Mr. Barber, University students
are residents of Bowling Green
and have the same right to park
on Crim Street or any other
street. The University students
make up an extremely large
portion of the Bowling Green
community and should not be so
freely discriminated against.
By restricting parking on
Crim Street from 7 a.m. to 4
p.m., you have made the student
parking problem even more difficult. What was wrong with the
previous two-hour parking
limit? You have to remember,
Mr. Barber, that students do not
have driveways to park their
cars in like the residents of Crim
Street.
One more thing, Mr. Barber:
If you so strongly feel that students should not park on side
streets, I suggest that you don't
either. Maybe if you attempt to
find a parking space in the University's few out crowded parking lots, you and the traffic
commissioners will come to
your senses.
Steve Slone
231 Kohl

Wore to Carribean than
drinking, tanning
I can't help being utterly exasperated on reading your article
about Carribean cruises in your
Christmas edition.
The image the author conveys
is that of an extraordinary shopEing spree where you can buy
quor galore at unbelievable
bargain prices, where native
souvenir shops abound at every
street corner, where one can get
the much sought after suntan.
After all, what is more rewarding than the envious looks at
your nice and healthy tan from
all those pasty white faces in
Bowling Green? All my efforts
to read Detween the lines were in
vain: not a single word about the
people, the landscape or the
customs of the islands!
It's sickening to see all this
preoccupation with such superficial things like shopping and
(jetting a suntan. I never went on
a Carribean cruise, but once
visited Ci-ba, America's troublesome neighbor, and was overwhelmed by its breathtaking
landscapes, beautiful sights ana
its warm and open people. I
think that the Carribean islands
deserve a much better image
than just being a paradise for
alcoholics or sunaholics, "les
capitalistas americanas!"
Sandra Holzer
422 N. Prospect
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Kris Kringle reconsidered
by Ron Coulter
This season I watched Miracle
on 34th Street for the first time,
the original black and white, no
less. I enjoyed it; after seeing
commercials for the movie every year, I now know why it Is
still shown year after year.
But something struck me as
unusual. The movie is filled with
a plethora of Christian references. Some are obvious, like
the heavy-handed, grumpy Macy's exec who's compared to
Pontius Pilate. For the most
part, though, the references are
subtle.
There is an ongoing argument
over Kris Kringle's identity, Just
as there was over Jesus'.
Kringle demands that the people
take it on faith that he is Santa
Claus, just as Jesus promises
the people that anyone who believes in the only-begotten Son of
God "shall not perish but have
eternal life."
Furthermore, just as Kringle
was able to transform the skeptical, arrogant Natalie Wood
into a happy, loving child, so too
did Jesus - either by word or
deed - change the hearts of
many New Testament characters. Kringle's violent anger
with a quack psychologist parallels Jesus' outrage at the moneylenders in the temple. Finally,
both stories climax in a dramatic trial scene.

risky business indeed.
Thus, it's easier to portray
Jesus as a wise teacher or a
benevolent philosopher. In fact,
these images are legitimate Biblical portrayals. But they are
incomplete images, and too often Jesus' words and deeds are
convenienUy pulled out of their
context to suit a particular
whim.
In a similar fashion, at
Christmas time, the prevalent
image of Jesus is the helpless
babe in a manger.
The problem we have with
Jesus is that he grew up. And the
grown-up Jesus said some
shocking things. He wasn't one
to go around putting visions of
sugarplumbs in the Pharisees'
heads.
He grew up and demanded
more of us than we were willing
to give. He grew up and gave us
more than we in our pride were
willing to accept.
Thus, we have become like the
rich young ruler who asked Jesus what he could do to inherit
eternal life. The young man first
was told to obey the law and all
the commandments. The young
man had no problem with that.
But then Jesus told him to give

Yet it puzzles me how Miracle
on 34th Street remains such a
network television favorite,
while the actual story of Jesus,
which the movie so clearly parallels, is rarely handled by the
entertainment industry, and UH OH. TriEY VC SEEN ME.
when it is, the events related in
the four Gospels are diluted to PRWbN f*e, SIR, WHO'S Tfuvr -THOSE?
please the finicky audience.
I know the temptation to make
the story of Jesus appealing to a
largely secular audience. It's
more comfortable for me to
compromise my faith and describe Jesus as a nice guy with a
few beliefs that were pretty radical for his day.
And I know that the bottom
line for a popular entertainer,
such as a scriptwriter, is making money, and making some
one who has been called the
Christ a character in a movie is H£Y... AREN'T You A CONTfa?

away all his wealth. The man
was willing to accept the first
condition, but sullenly left at the
second request.
This is the way we are - willing to give in a little, but not
willing to walk the extra mile.
Enter Kris Kringle. He has all
the qualities we liked about that
Jesus fellow before he started
ranting in the temple about eternal life. He's jolly, kind and
giving. Best of all, he doesn't
make a lot of demands.
One of Kringle's inoffensive
statements in the movie was his
feeling against the commercialization of Christmas. I'm all for
that.
Fighting the crowds, finding
the bargains (not to mention a
parking space!), waiting in line,
saving the receipts in case Aunt
Gertrude's blouse doesn't fit:
these all lend an unfortunate air
of materialism to a holiday that
should be far removed from
such base concerns.
And the Christmas values advocated by Kringle are rightful
ones. Love, joy, the spirit of
giving, peace; these all point
toward the real purpose of
Christmas - commemorating
the birthday of the Savior.
Luke tells us that an elderly

man named Simeon traveled to
the temple in Jerusalem in
search of the promised Messiah.
Taking the child Jesus into his
arms, he said, "Lord ... I have
seen the Savioryou have given
to the world." Theologian Paul
Tillich commented on the passage, saying, "A child is real
and not yet real.... Its nature is
visible and invisible. And just
this is the nature of salvation."
The paradox Tillich addressed
is the paradox of Christmas. We
like the Jesus who was real in
the crib, but then we try to make
the grown-up Jesus unreal. We
leave out the demands made by
the adult Jesus (even though
they boil down to one simple
request: faith). We leave out the
Incarnation, the Resurrection
and the miracles he performed
in between.
Instead, we extract of the
most pleasant aspects of
Christ's personality, his kindness, his love of children, his
cleverness in dealing with the
legalistic, hypocritical powersthat-be, and put them in Kris
Kringle.
Coulter, chief copy editor for
The News, is president of Christians in Communication.
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Bursar of our discontent
by Mary Menuez
The people who work at the
Bursar s office hate students.
Before I expound on this, let me
qualify.
I've found that since I'm writing for the public, it's necessary
to stand on my head and scream
exceptions every time I try to
make a point. Otherwise, I get
many touching and personal
phone calls well into the night.
Therefore, my official exception
statement is... There are some
people who work at the Bursar's
office who don't hate students,
like maybe two.
Now that we've pampered the
poisonous lizards, let's proceed.
I'm all fresh and mad at these
nuns because I've just returned
from a visit to their office. God,
don't you just cherish the moments you spend there? Any
way, I went there to pay a phone
bill. I realize that 1 could have
mailed it in, but experience has
taught me to get that receipt in
my chubby little fist.
Today must have been some
sort of deadline because there
were about 50,000 other people
there. Of course they had all of
two windows open, so I joined
the shortest line and stayed
there for half an hour. This
chunk-o-etemity gave me a
chance to observe the struggles
of others.
This guy in front of me said he
wanted to check and see if his
student loan was in and write a
check for an installment. Mission impossible. I wished him
luck. Tne conversation went
something like this:
"Hi, I'd like to check and see if
my student loan Is in."
"Name?"

"John Smith"
"How do you snell that?"
"Uh...S-M-I.
"No, it has not oeen received
by our office."
"But my bank said they sent it
two weeks ago."
"It has not been received by
our office. When it comes in, we
will notify you by mail."
"I know, you said that last
semester, but you never notified
me. Well anyway, I have a check
for the installment that's due
today,"
"Do you have your ID?"
"No/'
"You have to show a valid
BGSU ID."
By this time the poor guy was
really upset.
"Wait a minute, why would I
try to sneak in here and pay
someone else's bill?"
When they dragged him away
he was trying to reach under
that little hole in the glass to get
to the lady back there.
Enough examples, let's just
throw some dirt and who really
cares if it's exactly true. Because the one thing that we all
know is true is the fact that the
Bursar employees have a bad
attitude ana one measly column
is a small payback for the pain
and suffering of our fellow students. Correct? I know that I
am.
First of all, they are rude as
hell. You can walk up to that
little window with a measly
|1.50 library fine, and they will
ait back there chatting with
some other person about how
much they hate students for
maybe two semesters before
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they will wait on you. Utter,
inexcusable rudeness.
I can just see an interview
with a bunch of babes vying for a
position at the Bursar's office.
"I only have one question,
girls, but it's very important. Do
you believe with all your heart
that college students are radical, hippie communists? Good,
you've got yourself a job. Oh
wait, one more thing they have
me asking now. I don't suppose
you bold any investments in
South Africa, do you? Oh, that's
too bad, well as long as it's no
more than $700,000 or so I guess
we can overlook it. I mean,
we're all against apartheid anyway, right?"
And if those bunnies up front
aren't bad enough, they hide the
really mean ones in the back.
This summer I had to take a day
off of camp and come to the
bursar's office to settle a payment problem. They made me
fill out a form and wait in line.
Finally, I was taken to an office.
The whole problem was that I
had signed up for the installment payment plan. At the last
minute, I received a $500 scholarship that I wanted to use to
pay my second installment. The
nice woman told me that I
couldn't use a scholarship to pay
an installment and that I would
have to come up with some other
means of making the payment.
This was a lot of stupid red
tape and I knew it. But instead of
Setting mad I simply slouched
own in my seat and put my feet
on her desk. No lie, I really did.
Then I said, "Well, I guess 111
just have to withdraw this se-

mester. Where can I get the'
money I've paid so far refunded?" For those of you who.
are taking notes, that's ultima-:
turn with a capital "U."
:.
Needless to say, she quickly •
arranged for some special e*"'
ception. Just like I knew she
would. And for once, in my dealings with the Bursar, they were
mad, and I wasn't.
Looking back and rereading
this column after my anger has
faded slightly. I see that it is
probably a little too severe to be
taken seriously. Perhaps I
shouldn't have said that the Bursar employees hate students. Maybe I meant that they just
don't like us severely. Whether'
or not they hate is really not the issue.
The big picture is that there
are a great many students be- sides myself and the man infront of me in line, who are
dissatisfied with the service of:
the Bursar. Whether this is be-:
cause of a shortage of employ-:
ees or job stress doesn't really;
matter. No excuse it the world:
justifies the rude trt ment of!
people who are h?
T» you;
large sums of monej
Perhaps instead of dismissing i
my column as the ran tings of
another spoiled college girl, certain University employees will,
take a hard look at their job:
performance.
Menuez, sophomore special-'*
education major from Millers-1
burg, is a columnist for The;
News.
. I

by Berke Breathed
"Uti ouuovue OOWPPA
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Theft up on campus (JSG sponsors forum
on 'Star Wars' tonight
Dormitories
it

experience
burgularies

by Ron Coulter
The Undergraduate Student Government will
sponsor a forum tonight on the Strategic Defense
Initiative. USG President Kelly McCoy said the
intent of the forum is to educate students on
national issues that affect their lives.

by Jared O. Wadley
copy editor

As hope and anticipation increase for exams to end and the
holidays to begin, the number of
burglaries is also increasing in
University residence units.
Bill Bess, director of public
safety, said in September there
were 34 reported residence hall
burglaries. Recently, there have
been numerous reported burglaries on the campus blotters.
Bess said he didn't know how
many were reported this month.
He said one of the problems is
that students treat University
residence hall rooms as apartments. He said they live with an
"open door policy" when they
should be security-conscious.
Some of the contributing factors to burglaries in dormitories
are unlocked* doors, unlocked
rooms left unattended and people going unescorted during escortnours, he said.
Bess said students don't lock
their doors as they should when
they go to bed.
-ANOTHER PROBLEM, he
said, is that residence hall policies weren't being followed by
the residents, when someone
violates one of the policies, like
walking unescorted down a residence hall during escort hours,
the person goes unchallenged.

past.

chief copy editor

fin > rllm.in

"It's not only the resident advisers' responsibility to report
suspicious activity, but the students' as well," Bess said. "Suspicious activity isn't reported
enough."
One example Bess gave was
during one of his night rounds,
he and another police officer
went into a residence hall, and
were asked what they were
doing in the building at that
hour.
However, he said this does not
happen often. Students should
3uestion suspicious people when
ley are seen walking around
the hall unescorted.
Bess said one tactic thieves
use is knocking on the residents'
door and checking to see if it's
locked.
Bess said the favorite theft
targets are money, meal coupon
books and textbooks to be resold
to the bookstores. Other items
he said that attract attention are
stereo components, personal
stereos, portable televisions and

desk material.
He said there isn't one particular dormitory that is burglarized the most because it happens
in all of the residence halls.
To help students become
aware of burglaries, Bess said
the University has a crime-prevention videotape available for
viewing from WBGU-TV.
"WE WOULD appreciate it if
everyone took advantage of it,"
he said. "It's a way to reduce the
opportunity for crime."
He said he hopes more people
will contact Sgt. Charlotte
Starnes, coordinator of crime
prevention, at Campus Safety
and Security to rent the tape.
"The University can provide a
number of services to help you
be safe and secure, but you have
the responsibility (to be security
conscious)," he said. "Together
we can reduce the burglaries on
campus. It can't only be done by
police officers walking the hallways."

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...

The forum will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the West
Hall auditorium (Room 111). Raymond Tanter
and Daniel Axelrod, both of the University of
Michigan, will debate.
Axelroa, a professor of physics, will speak
against SDL He has co-authored a book entitled To
Win A Nuclear War: The Pentagon's Secret War
Plan.
Tanter is a professor of political science who
teaches a class called "nuclear weapons, SDI and
arms control." He will support SDI..
McCoy said Axelrod was recommended as a
speaker by United Campuses Against Nuclear
War. Axelrod recommended Tanter as an opponent because the two have collaborated in the

by Sharon Yoder
reporter

An endowed scholarship has
been established in the name of
a former University provost and
his wife for students of English,
history, theater, art and music.
The Paul and Thelma Leedy
Scholarship will be awarded to a
rising senior and will be given on
a rotating basis in the five areas.
Marcia Latta, of the Office of
Development and Alumni Serv-

USG will sponsor additional forums next semester, McCoy said. Debates have been suggested on
drug testing, U.S. involvement in Nicaragua and
charging out-of-state fees to students who don't
register for the selective service, as well as local
issues.

ices, said the scholarship is endowed, which means the $10,000
bequest will be invested, and the
interest from that will fund the
scholarship awards.
Qualified students will be able
to apply for the scholarship in
the spring.
Leedy joined the University
faculty in 1938 as an English
professor.
In 1943 he was put in charge of
the library. He became a University provost in 1951, and was
named Bowling Green's first

reg. $39.95
Winter
Coats &
SALE'15.95

Class Time: Jan. 20, April 21
Tins. I Thurs. evenings 7-10pm

reg. '20.00
AUTHB<nC LH MOOS*
STRAIGHT LEG JfAN

Swimming Skills Required

r

She said the original resolution to oppose SDI
funding, which has been tabled since it was first
proposed, should be voted on in the future. She
said the resolution is a symbolic measure.

^ JEAN
JACKETS
•34.95

Training Sponsored by the National Association of Underwater
Instructors (NAUI)
• Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification
Sign-Ups Jan. 12-16, 8am-5pm
SRC Main Office

MCCOY SAID USG representatives supported
the forum because they didn't believe that they or
the student body at large were well-enough informed on SDI.
Beginning next semester, USG representatives
will survey their constituents for student opinion
of SDI, McCoy said.

Fund named for Leedys

J6

SCUBA DIVING

McCoy said the idea for forums on national
issues had been presented early in the semester.
Then, when a resolution was proposed at a USG
General Assembly meeting to oppose funding for
SDI, a forum on the issue was recommended.

Jackets
207.-50%
OFF

Trustee Professor in 1968.
He retired in 1969 and two
years later was awarded an
honorary doctor of law degree
from the University. Leedy died
in February 1983.
Thelma Leedy was involved in
the Women's Club, Gamma Phi
Beta and Sigma Alpha Iota at
the University. She died in November 1985.
As a memorial, the Leedys
have been named members of
Bowling Green's Presidents
Club.

SWEATERS
Selected
Styles
20%-50%
OFF

Mom & Dad
B.G.S.U.
Sweatshirts
•10-»12.95
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ROBINSON REMEMBERS!!

531 Ridge

JEANS N THINGS for guys Ngals
open

Mon.-Fri. 10-8

Sat. 10-5:30

352-6333

Sunl2-5

FALCONS vs. O.U. BOBCATS
This Saturday Night!
8:00 pm "
ANDERSON ARENA
♦MAC FAVORITE FALCON WOMEN
vs.

OHIO a.
at 5:30
Gates open at 5:00 come for dinner and
a hoop doubleheader!

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pav for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to 51.000
a vear. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

£?.«-*«
NOW ACCEPTING SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS
FROM FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES. ALL MAJORS
MAY APPLY. STOP BY ROOM 151, MEMORIAL HALL
OR CALL 2-2476 AND ASK TO SPEAK TO
CAPTAIN WOLF.

•PIZZA BROTHERS
HALFCOURT HEAVE
(win pizza prizes or a
TRIP TO LAS VEGAS!)

i

'FALCON FLYAWAY
attend and enter for
an exerting trip.
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ARMY RESERM OFFICERS TRAINING C^RrS
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Study Skills Center Education lagging
relieves test anxiety
Report stresses colleges'
by Beth Thorns*

by Marvin Brown

reporter

Exam week is right around
the corner and students concerned about the upcoming
tests may experience anxiety
and stress.
But lack of knowledge
about taking tests is a major
cause of students domg
rrty on exams, according
Janis Wells, reading specialist of the Study Skills Center.
"Students don't (always)
fail tests because they don't
understand the material,"
she said. "Often, it's because
they don't exercise proper
study habits. They don't fully
comprehend their textbooks,
take notes in class, or keep up
with the necessary amount of
reading."
She said the Study Skills
Center offers a personalized
program of instruction designed to improve specific
study and reading skills. The
program instructs students to
improve study skills, reading
comprehension, vocabulary
and reading rate.

"College students, particually freshmen, don't realize
that grades are based upon
two factors - the knowledge
they have gained from the
course and how good they
take a test." she said. "The
center helps students to take
tests."

STUDENTS AT the center
are first given an anxiety quiz
to rate them on their test-taking anxiety. Students that
have an average test-taking
anxiety level are given strategies and tips to help familiarize them with the various
types of tests given by classroom instructors.
Students that respond with
a high test-taking anxiety
level are referred to the Counseling and Career Development Center, Wells said.
"There are some students
who really take time to thoroughly prepare for a test but
when the time comes to take
the test, they freeze up - get a
complete mental block,'' she
said. "This usually means
that the student has a psycho-

logical problem with taking
tests."
The Study Skills Center has
!generally received positive
eedback from students, although some problems have
occured.
"We have had many of our
students tell us that the study
center is helpful, however
many students come only after they are failing the
course," she said. "We urge
students to see us when they
feel they may need help developing study skills."

WELLS EMPHASIZED the
center is there to help with
the mechanics of class preparation and not for help with
individual subjects.
"We have students who
think that the Study Skills
Center is a tutorial service. It
is not, but we can refer students to a tutorial service,"
she said.
"An incentive that does
bring students to the Study
Skills Center is the fact that it
is free and that the extent of
Grticipation is determined
. the students," Wells said.
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It's Publications I
Committee Week

Sherry Bayliff • Angela Finney • Mike Gaborick •
Judy Immel • Michele Karcher • Dawn Philips
Kathy Pfeil • Karen Rose • Mary Shaut
Jinjer Norman • Patty Weng • Angie Yorizzo
Led by the effervescent Tammi "Crawl Home" Bartlett
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A national report on the status
of education in America calls for
sweeping changes in the current
higher education system to improve the quality of the education students receive.
Undergraduate colleges arc
unstable institutions that focus
on research to the exclusion of
teaching and job preparation in
lieu of a liberal education,
according to the report, released
in November by the Carnegie
Institute for the Advancement of
Teaching.
It recommended eliminating
standardized admission tests because it said most colleges base
admission decisions on essays,
high school grades and involvement in activities, not the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or the
American College Test (ACT)
scores.
The report called for an increase in general education requirements to force students to
take a wider range of courses,
especially since many juniors
and seniors only take classes in
their specific major. Liberal
studies classes should replace
vocational ones, according to
the report.
Faculty members should not
be pressured to conduct research to the exclusion of teaching, the report said. Universities
encourage research to promote
their reputations and to obtain
money through grants, not necessarily to improve the quality
of education.
THOMAS KLEIN, professor of
English, said he agrees with
many aspects of the Carnegie
report.
He said standardized admission tests have disadvantages,
but their elimination would be
beneficial only if they were to be
replaced by a better method of
evaluation.
Standardized tests must be
used in addition to other forms
of evaluating students, such as
letters of recommendation from
a student's high school teachers,
be said. He also said he thinks

need for improved quality
students from minority cultures
are the only group really
harmed by the tests.
He agreed with the report's
statement that students overspecialize in their education,
saving that providing a practical, liberal education is the mission of higher education.
Faculty members are being
pulled in conflicting directions,
he said, and they are torn between their commitment to teaching and a pressure to conduct
research ana publish their findings.
Faculty are (becoming) disillusioned with teaching. I think
students are not getting the
quality education they're paying
HE SAID a professor's teaching and research projects should
nurture one another, but frequently they don't. Universities
pressure faculty to do research
they are not interested in, to
improve the institution's reputation, he said.
University President Paul
Olscamp said he thinks the Carnegie report is overly general
and too pessimistic. He said it is
difficult for anyone to make
generalizations about 3,000 different institutions.
He said the problem with education today isn't that universities lack the will to provide a
Seneral education to their stuents, but rather that four years
is not sufficient time to complete
a baccalaureate degree.
"It's difficult to provide the
time for general education and
still have time for a major," he
said.
It only took two semesters to
teach all of college physics in
1946. But today, he said, it takes
that long just to teach introductoryphysics.
''There's jillions more stuff to
know today than in 1946." he
said. "That's the big problem,

not the kind of 'we're not doing
our job' finger-pointing that the
Carnegie report does.
THE PROBLEM in education
is societal because people refuse
to face up to the fact that attending school either for five yean
or all year for four years is
necessary to teach everything
that students need to learn, he
said.
He said colleges are, however,
trying to teach students to speak
and write English well.
Roger Bennett, dean of the
College of Education and Allied
Professions, said he favors a
five-year degree for education
majors to provide the liberal
arts background teachers need.
He said a faculty member's
research should not cause their
teaching to suffer, but rather
help it. He related an educator's
career to a three-legged stool,
with the legs representing research, an effort to improve
their teaching abilities, and an
engagement in professional
service to their community.
"Like a stool that is supported
by three legs, none of these
priorities can be removed or
weakened if the total structure
is to stand," Bennett said. "Teaching, service and research are
inseparable components
This principle of three inseparable and essential components
applies to individual faculty
members as well as the whole
College of Education."
BENNETT ALSO SAID teachers must be given the time and
support to discover ideas, teach
ideas, and apply ideas, for which
these three activities allow.
As for standardized tests, he
said they must be seen as something that is given to all students
equally.
"It is one piece of evidence
that's helpful, but it shouldn't be
the only criteria."

Undergraduate Student Government

Do You Know the
Difference Between Star Wars
the Movie and the Strategic
Defense Initiative, (StarWars),
the Reality?

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

Thursday
Only $5.00 for a
12" pizza with pepperoni. double cheese
and extra thick crust.

Call us.
1616 E. Wooster
Phone: 352-1539
Hours:
11:00 am • 2am Sun-Wed
11:00 am • 3am Thur - Sat
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
1986 Somino t Pi lit Inc

USG is sponsoring the first in a
series of National Issue Forums
Thursday December 11th at 7:30 p.m.
West Hall Auditorium
Speakers:
Dr. Raymond Tanter (Supporting SDI)
Dr. Daniel Axelrod (Opposing SDI)
Both of the University of Michigan
Co-sponsored by the Political Science Department, the Pre-Law Society, and
the Computer Science Department.
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Singing foursome
jazzes up holidays
by Janet Pavuko
wire editor

In the fall of 1963, four University students
answered an advertisement to sing in a quartet
which paid $10 an hour.
Four years and over 250 performances later, the
Jazz quartet known as "A Christmas Touch" has
made a "career" out of Christmas caroling in the
Toledo and Bowling Green area.
"We decided not to make a year-round commitment and only sing during the holiday season,"
Kelley Stoddard, senior IPCO major said. "Our
season runs from the end of October to Christmas
Eve."
According to Stoddard, the quartet calls itself
"A Christmas Touch," and feels the quartet's
basic personality centers on "having a good
time."
"Our voices are our band, (and) this makes us
really personable," she said. "We use a lot of
motions - sometimes we even hit waiters, and
laugh when someone sings off-key."
Stoddard said since the group doesn't have to
carry instruments, they are able to sing anytime
and anywhere.
"We can be spontaneous," she said. "We've
sung for bagels at a bar, and we would probably
even sing at a gas station," she said. "Once we did

a singing telegram in a computer store, which was
pretty weird.
Stoddard said the group sings mostly at private
parties which eliminates the lack of eye contact
that happens when singing on stage.
"We like to move around and sing at individual
tables," she said. "We party with people our
parents' age, and we're usually the last to leave."
According to group member Nancy Wilch, senior music education major, by Christmas Eve,
the group finds itself saying they are never going
to do this again.
"We try not to sing anywhere during finals
week," Wilch said. "Our first year we made that
mistake and found ourselves studying at Portside
in Toledo."
Wilch said private parties have resulted in the
most contacts for the group.
"Private parties enabled us to build up clientele, we like to mingle with the guests, she
said. "There is minimal competition, but we take
our job seriously and have been in the market for
so long."
Stoddard said the group has come a long way
since four years ago.
"Our very first year, no one had transportation
and we had to rely on my brother to chauffer us in
an old Volkswagen," Stoddard said. "Once his car
broke down and the police had to bring us to a
party in a squad car.

BG News/Gayle Hammon
Seniors Kelly Stoddard. Daniel Greene. Nancy Welch, and Phil Olmsted. members of "A Christmas Touch,
sing Christmas carols in the University Union yesterday.
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IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

Howard's club H
210 N. Main
PLAN YOUR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
NOW!
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Interviewing for the 1987 summer season for
full-time and part-time (evening) positions.
Positions will be available In ushering, grounds
maintenance, ticket Information, ticket services and parking.
Date:
Place:

December 29th and 30th
Hilton Inn - West
3180 West Market Street
(across from Summit Mall In Akron)

Time:

10:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m.
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For years. Kinkos Professor Publishing service has given faculty members an efficient
means for providing customized, relevant course packets of supplemental readings. Now
we are offering an added incentive to use Professor Publishing. If you bring your
materials in earlv. we can give your students a 10% discount on their packets
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Green, Ohio

Convenient, close to campus, location
Open 7 days a week with late hours.

354-3977
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The Picture Place will be closed during finals week.
Good Luck on Finals & See You Next Year.
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Panel looks at proposal
by Jarad O. Wndley
copy editor

The proposal to implement a
required cultural diversity section to the curriculum is being
evaluated by a University-wide
advisory committee to determine if there will be adequate
faculty and courses, according
to a member of the Undergraduate Council.
Norma Stickler, assistant to
the vice president of academic
affairs and member of the Undergraduate Council, said the
council approved the cultural
diversity proposal last month
and is in a two-year evaluation
period.
Current plans indicate an additional section of courses in

Cultural diversity section
may become requirement
cultural diversity will be added
to the general education requirements. Also, individual departments will be encouraged to
develop their own courses fulfilling these requirements.
She said the program may be
required by the University in the
1991-92 school year if it is ready
to go into effect by 1988-89.
Ernest Champion, assistant
chair of Ethnic Studies, said the
program was first proposed to
University President Paul Olscamp by the subcommittee of

also approved a letter to Baker
asking him to appoint a coordinator to look at the existing
courses and develop new ones,
Stickler said.

the Human Relations Commission which focuses on the status
of minorities and women.
He said the committee asked
Kendall Baker, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, to
appoint a special committee to
organize the proposal.

Champion said once the proposal goes into operation, there
will be five general studies categories from which to choose.
Students will take one course
from each of them. Students now
take a course from each of four
general studies categories and
four electives.

CHAMPION SAID the completed proposal was given to the
Arts and Sciences Council and
the Undergraduate Council to be
approved.
The Undergraduate Council

This proposal has received
favorable support. Champion
said the Undergraduate Student
Government passed a resolution
supporting the move for a required multicultural course.

Blotter

Unregistered males
to pay higher fee
Effective next semester,
male University students who
are not registered for selective service can be billed outof-state fees under state law.
To conform to that law, the
University Board of Trustees
is set to vote on a resolution at
its last meeting of the semester tomorrow.
House Bill 845 was passed
by the Ohio General Assembly in September, and states
that males aged 18 to 25 who
attend state universities in
Ohio must register or be
billed out-of-state fees. The
law must be put into effect at
universities for the second
term of the 198(47 school
year.

University students who
are residents of Ohio currently pay $1,014 in fees a
semester, while out-of-state
residents pay $2,214.
The law affects roughly 2
percent of University males,
Duane Whitmire, acting registrar, said.
To be affected, males must
be aged 18 to 25, and unregistered for the draft. Some
males in this category are
exempt, such as those serving
acting duty with the armed
forces, and non-immigrating
aliens.
The University sent out a
mailing Dec. 1 to the unregistered males, informing them
that the new law will affect
them, Whitmire said.

Cable
CJ Continued from page 1.

Two residents of Kohl Hall
awoke Tuesday morning to find
$45 missing.
The cash was apparently
taken by someone who entered
the room while they slept, Uni-

versity police said.
The incident was reported at
10:05 a.m. Tuesday.
D

□

D

from 112 and 113 Overman Hall
have disappeared over the last
two weeks, police said.
The total value of the missing
glass is $300.
□

Fifteen panes of window glass

D

A bicycle was reported stolen
from a bicycle rack next to the
Alpha Xi Delta sorority house at
4:47 p.m. Tuesday, university
police said.

D

The bicycle is valued at $110.

* said he believes all of
the problems have been solved.
He said he believes the discussion was necessary because
the trustees had valid questions
about the language of the letter.
"We think we've answered
all of the questions and we hope
they'll take formal action at the
board of trustees meeting on
Friday," Miller said.
If cable were to be installed
in residence halls in the future,

construction would begin three
to four months after approval of
the final contract, and the pro!ect should be completed four to
ive months after that, Miller
said. A tentative completion
date is Aug. 1,1987.
The proposed cable system
would be operated at no cost to
the University. The new system
would deliver cable service to
current outlets, and would provide one outlet to each residence
hall room, and two outlets to
each greek residence unit.
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Hockey Tots
Emulating their favorite Falcon icers

(above)Justin Horner breaks to clear the puck from his end at last
Saturday's game held for the five- and six year-old youth hockey
league . (right) These young hockey performers are taught to celebrate
after a team goal.

The five and six-year olds wait impatiently for the attendant to open the gate.
He is always late.
Justin Homer stands ready. He holds his helmet, clutches his hockey stick
and clings to a dream — maybe today, maybe today.
This might be the day when it all comes together. Maybe today. Justin will
whisk up ice. dart between defenders and fire the puck just inside the post past a
sprawling goalie
The grumbling attendant arrives, the gate swings open, reality returns.
The first kid dashes onto the ice, Justin follows. Unfortunately, the leader
loses his balance, falls backward and knocks (he next four players over in
domino like fashion.

The parents laugh.

Justen Homer plays hit turn In goal and watcha the action at the other end of the Ice.

I

Story by: Tom Reed
Photos by: Alex Horvath

A disgruntled Justin gets up, brushes off the ice from his (ersey and skates
away only to fall again seconds later. Wayne Gretzky's job is sate for another
day.
This is the world of pee-wee hockey.
Justin, along with 28 other children, comprise the Adams Division of the
Bowling Green Youth Hockey Program. This division is for the youngest age
group, five and six-year olds.
The aspiring icers play three days a week at the Ice Arena.
On weekend nights, many ol them come to Ihe Arena and see their idols, the
Falcon hockey team, play
"We've been bringing him (Justin) to the games for a while." said Justin's
father, Terry Homer "The kids really love it "
The "kids" watch awestruck as lain Duncan plants an opponent into the
boards or Gary Kruzich makes a dazzling kick save
But when you're five years, JUSI skating seven or eight strides without
tumbling Is an accomplishment. No hip checks or slap shots are taught at this
level.
Here, skating is the most important fundamental stressed Once on the ice,
instructors want kids to spend more time playing on it, than laying on It.
Sometimes that's not so easy, though
"The kids do fall a lot," Instructor Jim Diepenbruck said "But they are getting
better. Some of the kids used to need walkers. But now everyone can skate."
For the first 20 minutes, the kids practice their skating Next comes passing
and shooting drills. But as drills start to drag, the lots grow impatient again.
Finally, game time arrives The pursuit of glory begins.
Tension mounts, you can see it in their faces. The heartbeat accelerates, the
blood pressure soars and the palms sweat.
Boy, do these parents get excited.
"I don't get nervous." said Linda Wise, whose son Blake plays. "Well, I guess
I do. I just can't help it. That's my kid out there."
Just several minutes Into the game, Blake Wise gives his mom a reason to get
excited. He picks up a loose puck, dodges several fallen players and slips the
disc past the goalie
Blues 1. Fryers 0
The Fryers' coach decides to change goalies — Justin Horner gets the call.
Action Is at a standstill. A Blues' player stickhandles the puck until he falls
down. A (-Iyer gains possession and carries the puck before he does the same.
The game goes back and forth.
But then, Wise steals the puck and breaks away from the pack. As he
approaches the Flyer goal. Wise directs the puck for the comer of the net.
However, at the last second. Homer kicks out his right leg and knocks the
puck Into the comer.
The crowd applauds. Horner's teammates congratulate him. His mother,
Karen, Is beaming.
"We practice that In our basement every night," Karen said. "That was nice;
that was nice."
Justin glances Into the audience and sees his mother smiling. This Is what
makes it all worthwhile. He is replaced In goal and given a chance to play
forward.
The game continues, but things start getting comical.
At one point, the Blues' goalie Is Hiking to an opponent in front of the net.
Suddenly, a Fryer panes the puck to his wide-open teammate standing In the
crease.
But he never saw It coming He was too busy gabbing with the goalie The
coach )ust shakes his head and laughs
Maybe Kruztch should try this tactic sometime.
In the waning moments, Justin makes several nice plays, but lust can't seem
to (core. After the game, the parents help their kids get ready to leave.
Justin allows his father to take his tiny stick and over-sized helmet to the car.
Justin will hold onto his dream, he carries it anywhere he goes.
Just before he leaves the building, Justin looks back at the rink and smiles.

Maybe tomorrow, maybe tomorrow.
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Davis-Besse may restart soon Officials
State wants delay, calls evacuation plans inadequate
Nicaraguan raids
TOLEDO (AP) - The idled
Davis-Besse nuclear power
plant could reach a sustained
nuclear reaction by next
week unless a federal appeals
court orders otherwise, a Nuclear Regulatory Commission official said yesterday.
The plant, in Ottawa
County about 25 miles east of
Toledo, has been shut down
since June 1985. The plant
was within two hours of fuel
core damage, the most serious accident short of a meltdown, the NRC said.
The NRC was to file a response late yesterday afternoon in the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati
to a petition filed by the state
of Ohio. The state is seeking
to delay the restart of DavisBesse, based on its contention
that the emergency evacuation plan for the area around
the plant is inadequate.

Ohio Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze filed the
emergency motion, requesting a stay of the NRC's appro-

"When we think (the utility is) ready and
when everything seems to be functioning
in the way its supposed to, then we'll give
the go-ahead."

NRC Spokesman Russ Marabito
val of the restart, on Tuesday.
Toledo Edison, which operates Davis-Besse, says the
evacuation plans are adequate and that the NRC has
not objected to them. The
plans call for evacuation of
residents within a 10-mile
area in the event of a radiation release, or the possibility
of a radiation release.
Chuck Krueger, a spokesman for the utility, said To
ledo Edison on Tuesday filed
a motion to intervene in the
case and would file a formal
response by Thursday asking
the court to deny the motion.

THE RESPONSE will say
"there is no merit to any of
the state's contentions and
that the concerns about evacuation plans were fully addressed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission on
Nov. 21 (when approval for
the restart was granted),"
Krueger said.
Unless the appeals court
acts to stop the restart, the
plant will begin the fission
Brocess, or a nuclear reacon, between Dec. 15 and the
end of the month, NRC
spokesman Russ Marabito

said. Krueger said that time
frame "is pretty close to being on the money."
"It is heating up," Marabito said. "They are not authorized to pull control rods
yet."
He said the NRC staff must
grant approval before control
rods can be pulled from the
reactor, triggering a nuclear
reaction.
"When we think (the utility
is) ready and when everything seems to be functioning
in the way its supposed to,
then we'll give the go-ahead,"
Marabito said. "It's at the
point where they're close to
being ready to pull the control
rods."

THE PLANT shut down on
June 9,1985, after two pumps
failed to operate and caused a
temporary loss of cooling water to the reactor. No radiation was released.
Since the shutdown, the
utility has spent more than
$167 million on an overhaul of
the plant

Happy Holidays from graduating BG News Production SupervisorsJim, Amy,and Steve!

WASHINGTON (AP)-Reagan administration officials confirmed yesterday that Honduran
Jets struck targets inside Nicaraguan territory last weekend.
But they denied charges by
Nicaraguan President Daniel
Ortega that Honduras carried
out the raids at the request of the
United States.
The Los Angeles Times quoted
sources in Honduras yesterday
as saying U.S. officials were not
told the Hondurans planned to
attack positions inside Nicaragua and that the Americans
were distressed to learn of the
bombing runs.
But U.S. officials, who asked
not to be identified, said the
administration had not taken a
position on the propriety of the
Honduran action.
The Honduran government
denied again yesterday that it
had undertaken any raids inside
Nicaragua, but Sandinista military officials showed reporters
craters and shrapnel in the town
of Wiwili that they attributed to
Honduran bombing runs.
The Sandinistas said that the

air strikes left seven soldiers
killed and 12 wounded. The town
is located about 16 miles from
the border. Nicaragua said an
army post at Murra, 11 miles
northwest of Wiwili, also was
attacked.
THE RAIDS apparently were
in response to recent border
crossings by Nicaraguan troops
into Honduran territory.
An administration official said
U.S. intelligence agencies had
confirmed the cross-border attacks, but added he did not know
what damage had been inflicted.
Meanwhile, another U.S. official described as "exaggerated"
a report that the Honduran government has reached an understanding with Nicaraguan
rebels that they would withdraw
from Honduran territory by next
spring.
The reports said the rebels
had pledged to Honduras they
would carry out their fight
against the Sandinistas from
Nicaraguan territory. Rebel use
of Honduran territory has been a
sore point with that government
for years.

IAMBUCAN

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL HOME BEFORE THE HOLIDAYS?

353-1061
Kathy Lugabihl, o»n»i

a) When another hour of cramming for the
stats exam isn't going to help anyway.
b) When that Xmas Club money is almost
gone, and you haven't even started buying
presents.
c) When you just keep thinking about
unwinding after finals with the whole
family together again.
Okay, maybe exam time 'tisn't the season to be jolly. But a call
home might be just the thing to bring a little early holiday cheer.
And there's no more reliable way to call than using
AT&T. You can count on AT&T's high quality service
^ *>*/
all year round.
«•****
But there's no time like those weeks
**>
before vacation to talk to your
parents. It's a time to make plans.
&
<*>**
A time to talk about
gifts you're thinking of buying. A
time to reminisce
about other years
when the family
■5ft
came together. And a
time to warn them that
bombing out in statistics is,
well, a probability.
«**■

./

AT&T
The riqht choice.

Special Wool, Mohair
ft Acrylic Yarns.
Batk«ti 1 Batk«t H»ed avail
GIFT CUTIFICATES AVAH..

M. T, Th. F 5-9; Sat. 10-3

1007 N. Main SI.—M—
Mil* tfwHofi I H.>.ff

Good things come in packages
Irom

CIHREIU^
FINE ART • QIFTS • JEWELRY
'lt> € Woosl*' Bowling OiN"
I". Hlllkin HoUl

)S3tII1

$ GO TO $

Saturday
Dec. 13$
COST: 6.50
Vans leave
Union Oval
at 9:00 am.
The vans will
leave the mall
at 6:00 pm.

Merry
Christmas!
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Wiesel speaks, Former Iran official confesses
accepts Nobel
OSLO, Norway (AP) - Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel,
an American writer and human rights advocate, received the 1966 Nobel Peace
Prize yesterday and said the
honor belonged to all survivors of the Nazi death camps
and their children.
Norwegian Nobel Committee Chairman Egil Aarvik
gave Wiesel the gold medal
and diploma at ceremonies in
Oslo University's Aula Festival Hall attended by 800 people, including King Olal V and
government leaders. The
prize also includes $290,000.
The award was "in recognition of this particular human
spirit's victory over the powers of death and degradation,
and as a support to the rebellion against evil in the world,
...," Aarvik said.
In a departure from tradition, Wiesel's teen-age son,
Shlomo Elisha, was invited to
join his father on the podium
for the awarding of the prize.
Obviously moved, the 58year-old Wiesel asked the
king's permission to say a
brief blessing. "Thank you,
oh Lord, for giving us this

day," be said.

In an emotional acceptance
speech. Wiesel said: "Do I
have the right to represent
the multitudes who have perished? Do I have the right to
accept this great honor on
their behalf? I do not. No one
may speak for the dead, no
one may interpret their mutilated dreams and visions
"THIS HONOR belongs to
all the survivors and their
children, and through us, to
the Jewish people with whose
destiny I have always identified. . ."
Wiesel said it "would be
unnatural for me not to make
Jewish priorities my own:
Israel, Soviet Jewery, Jews in
Arab lands ... but there are
others as important to me."
He said Palestinians were a
people "to whose plight I am
sensitive but whose methods I
deplore when they lead to
violence."
"Both the Jewish people
and the Palestinian people
have lost too many sons and
shed too much blood. This
must stop, and all attempts to
stop it must be encouraged,"
he said.

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP)-The former
head of Iran's revoluUon-for-export office
and an opponent of overtures to Washington
has confessed to murder and collaboration
with the Shah's secret police, official Iranian media reported yesterday.
The accusations against him, which reportedly included sowing discord in the
government, usually bring the death penalty.
Mehdi Hashemi is the brother of the sonin-law of AyatoUah Hussein Ali Montazeri,
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's designated
successor. Hashemi is a hardliner who

sought to torpedo efforts to open channels
between Iran and the United States.
Tehran radio and the Islamic Republic
News Agency, monitored in Nicosia, said
Hashemi confessed Tuesday night on Iranian television. The radio and IRNA quoted
him as saying he used Montazeri's office to
cover his crimes and "gross deviations."
The arrest of Hashemi and his supporters
in October was seen as part of a power
struggle between factions led by Parliament
Speaker Hashemi Rafsanjani, who reportedly masterminded arms purchases from
the United States, and Montazeri, who opposed links with Washington.

SOURCES IN Iran close to the regime told
The Associated Press by telephone that
Hashemi has been at odds with the government for several years.
IRNA, monitored in Nicosia, said that
"under the pretext of criticizing the government" Hashemi "made unfounded disclosures under various titles ... which led
ultimately to sowing discord among officials."
The sources, who did not wish to be
identified further, said when Hashemi
learned contacts had been made between
senior Iranian officials and Washington, he
informed Montazeri.

Court to test obscenity ordinance
URBANA (AP)-A city
obscenity ordinance is being
tested in Champaign County Municipal Court, which has been
asked to rule on the local sale of
five adult magazines.
"This is an Issue of monumental importance to this community/' Municipal Court
Prosecutor Joseph Palmer said
in opening statements Tuesday

before Judge Joseph P. Valore.
"It is an issue that addresses a
serious problem ... a problem,
depending on the outcome of
these proceedings, that could be
disastrous to this community."
The issue is whether five specific magazines may be sola in
Urbana, not whether people
should be allowed to read them,
Palmer said. There are no criminal charges against the busi-

nesses which sell the magazines.
"These magazines show sex
for sex's sake, Palmer said. He
said testimony of Urbana residents will show that the magazines do not meet community
standards.
City Law Director John Newlin said he bought the five magazines- Nugget, Velvet, Oui,
Jugs and Boons - between October 1965 and January 1966 to

determine if they violated the
ordinance, passed in February
1965.
"I HAVE on occasion read
Playboy and Penthouse," said
Mayor Lewis Moore, who testifed about community standards. "But they can't be
included with the junk I'm
looking at here. Playboy has
articles and stories, some of
which are quite well written."

■j>s.

Student Rec Center offers
r

Gift Certificates for

PROJECT FITWELL

Christmas
Wrap and Trims

A Lifelong Gift for an SRC Member

Fitness Assessments include:

Discover the distinctive wrappings that make gift giving a joy!

Treadmill Test
Body Comp. Analysis
Health Risk Appraisal
Blood Pressure

SAVE 40%
off original price of entire purchase |
with this ad
(NO LIMIT ON NUMBER OF ITEMS)
coupon not valid with any other
coupons
not valid on previous sales
must present coupon with jf£ir
ourchase
• not valid on lay-aways

Students-$10.00

Pre/Post $15.00

Faculty/Staff-$20.°° Pre/Post $30.°°
Lift-SAO.00 Pre/Post $60.00
Blood Lipid Profile $18.°°
(additional option which indicates cholesterol level
—For Members Only)

Expires 12/24/86
■

MON-FRI 10-8
113 Railroad St.

SAT 10-6

SUN 12-5
352-8130

Fitwell Assessment will only be done
Jan. 5-9 during break
For more information call 372-2711

Finished SLEIGHving over your textbooks?
Let us put a little /ingle in your holiday with
I.D.'s
REQUIRED

CASH

rs,
One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals and tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatlc and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $H988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be complete* satisfied or we wHI return your money.

^Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

Bowling Green

Stadium Plaza
352-2533

For your
used books*

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services Bldg.
AAon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Dec. 8 - 19th
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Book examines
women's rights

Ohio, GM discuss closings
COLUMBUS (AP)-Ohio officials and
representatives of General Motors Corp.
Ssterday discussed GM's decision to close
o production plants in southwest Ohio, but
got no indication that GM intends to reverse
its stance.
Gov. Richard Celeste and Lt. Gov.-elect
Paul Leonard, along with Department of
Development officials, represented the state
in talks concerning GM plants in Norwood
and Fairfield.
The company earlier announced plans to
close the plants within the next two years as
part of a national realignment of GM's auto
production facilities, affecting 4,200 employees in Norwood and 2,600 in Fairfield.
About 350 workers already have been laid
off in Fairfield.
Celeste met in closed session with Don
Gardner, director of employment relations;
Paul Walters, director of policy devel-

opment, and other GM officials before turning the deliberations over to Leonard, who
described it at a news conference later as
"an acceptable beginning."
Leonard said the governor advised the
group of his desire to meet with Roger
Smith, GM's chief executive officer, and
that there were indications that such a
meeting will be arranged. However, Leonard said Smith is out of the country and that
no date was set.
Meanwhile, Leonard said GM officials including Tom Brady, manager of the
Fairfield plant, and Herbert Stone, Norwood
plant manager - agreed to "a series of
ongoing meetings" and that the next will be
within 60 to 90 days.
LEONARD SAB) that the meeting did
allay some concerns. GM gave assurances,
for instance, that there will be job training
opportunities for employees willing to transfer to other plants. Leonard also said com-

pany officials promised that the existing
facilities will not be abandoned and allowed
to deteriorate.
Either they will go up for sale or be
donated to the communities, Leonard said,
adding that the plants "won't be mothballed."
However, he said Gardner and the others
wanted more time to respond to the question
of how to retrain or otherwise assist workers
who do not want to go elsewhere, or how GM
can ease the impact of revenue losses the
communities will suffer as a result of the
closings.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Washington ranks highest and
South Carolina lowest when it comes to legal rights for
women, the National Organization for Women said
vesterday in releasing a state-by-state comparison of
laws affecting women.
A "chronicle of sweeping legal revolution" is the way
NOW describes its 52£page ?'State-By-State Guide to
Women's Legal Rights/' written by the NOW Legal
Defense and Education Fund and Renee CherowO'Leary.

'Refusenik' appeals

Leonard said GM promised "to be creative ... to do more than they ever have
before (in similar situations)."
He said that while he and Celeste still have
some hope that GM will change its mind and
keep the plants open, "we haven't had even
a hint that the decision is reversible."

CLEVELAND (AP) - A Soviet emigre, who made the
Guinness Book of World Records as the Soviet "refusenik" of longest duration, pleaded yesterday for authorities in Moscow to allow four Soviet citizens with cancer
to come to the West for treatment.
Benjamin Bogomolny came to the United States last
month after being allowed to leave Moscow on Oct. 14
with his cancer-stricken wife.
"We're happy to be with our family, but these people
still suffer who are in the Soviet Union, said the 40-yearold Bogomolny, who, with his wife, Tatyana, currently
lives with his sister-in-law in San Francisco.

Runners caught taking 'cuts'
NEW YORK (AP)-The 24
people who took shortcuts in last
month's New York City marathon proba'jly didn't think
about the video cameras recordingthe race.
They were caught, and officials from the three biggest
marathons said yesterday that
cameras and vigilance are increasingly needed to combat the
cheaters.
It was the disqualification of
John Bell, winner of the Master
Division for runners over 40,
that led New York race officials
to review their videotape from
the race and disqualify 23 other
runners. Officials estimate that

Cameras to be used in marathons
the 44-year-old Bell, of Marion,
Ind., took a 10-mile shortcut for
his time of 2:25: IS.
Three of the 24 runners were
among the top 100 finishers. Bell
was the 69th runner to cross the
finish line out of 19,689 people
who finished the 26.2-mile race
on Nov. 2.
The Master Division winner
gets (3,000 and a trophy. The
check was never issued, and
marathon officials want the trophy back.
Bell, president of his own company, was not returning calls

from reporters, said Bettie
Hurt, a secretary at the company.
"IT APPEARS that the people
who cheat most are the masters
runners," said Bob Bright, executive director of the America's
Marathon-Chicago. "The people
over 40 and 50 are very competitive, it's a dog-eat-dog area.
You find a lot of these people get
into running and it becomes an
obsession."
It was Bob Glover, a fitness
coach and author of "The Runner's Handbook," who originally

raised questions about Bell's
time. He had been giving Bell
training advice for seven years,
he said.
"I ran into him a couple of
days before the race and hie said
he had just done the Ironman
Triathlon and was confident of
breaking 2:30 in New York,"
Glover said. "I said, 'no way.'
He said, 'Oh, yeah.' That definitely registered."
When Glover heard Bell won
the Master Division, he asked
marathon officials to check their
videotapes, which were recorded by cameras along the
route. Bell and the others hadn't
passed some checkpoints, and
were disqualified.

Happy from
Holidays

Meadowview Courts
Housing Openings for Spring Semester
Furnished efficiency

Efficiency

Two bdrm. furnished

Two bdrm. unfurnished

$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat,
shared electric

$200 / mo.
Landlord pays gas,

$270.00

$265.00
plus gas & electric

plus gas & electric

Sex study criticized
CINCINNATI (AP) - A new national study that recommends distribution of birth control pills and condoms
to young people is nothing more than a pro-abortion
advocacy, anti-abortion activists say.
"We see it as a flagrant, non-scientific editorial piece
by a group of people, every one of whom is well known to
be a pro-abortion advocate," said Dr. John Willke, a
Cincinnati physician who is president of the National
Right to Life group.
But a Planned Parenthood official said failing to talk
about the subject of teenage pregnancy will not make it
go away.
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macs

Large 1 Item Pizza
•4.00
IN-HOUSE ONLY
Call 352-3531 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza
UP. 12-19-M

shared electric

All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 6** and High St.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.
desert KLUE
bloom CITY

Co-op Contest Winners

; OF THE

TITANIC

■may's hat In stock lor CMHSW
Walt Disney tapes at 10% aff
•lot Disney Movie Classic T-Shlrts

I* Place for Logo:

***SPICIALS***

RENTAL RATES

Same Day

en«

(Mu« M n Mora S p m |
Overnight
1.9a
Video Recor dare
1M

Sun overnight
Tues overnight
ThurstoMon
Sat. to Mori

•••
2 lor 1
•J-.ei
-2.9S

IMS N. Main bahlnd Convenient Store
33* 1401

Mon-Thurs 10-9

Fri-Sat 10-10

Sun 10:30-7

Ahwican Exprett. Phllllpt 76, Union

:

by: Reinhard Geiger
L for
-' logo:
,^
Graduate ■ R«TV«F
runner-up
Lisa Hankins, Graphic Design

1* Place for Slogans:
"Where learning becomes experience"
-Cheryl Wille
2nd Place:
"Co-op: the link to your future"
-Lisa Hankins, Graphic Design
3rd place:
"Work for experience then let experience work for vouf
-Deanna Cartiea, Pre-Physical Therapy
Congratulations to the winners.
The Co-op Office would like to thank all those who entered the Co-op Contest.

Cooperative Education
238 Ad. Bldg.
372-2451

nnnnmiiiiinim

Seniors—

*#

Come see us for
professional RESUMES
at reasonable prices.
4 THE COPY SHOP 4
117 E. COURT
3524068

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS!

I

Sports
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Battles go on for Weinerts
by Ron Friti
managing editor

Midway through the Falcons'
7MJ shellacking at the hands of
Ohio State Monday night, I
wondered how I could get a good
story out of such a lopsided
game.
It brought back some good
memories.
Last season - my first
covering Bowling Green
haakHnall -1 saw pfrMpT
games with the Falcons at the
short end of the stick. Following
those losses, John Weinert
would always have a one-liner or
a good quote to brighten up even

the worst story.
Now, it's the former BG coach
and his wife, Shirley, who need
the one-liners.
On June 17, Shirley was
diagnosed as having lung
cancer. She Is currently
undergoing chemotherapy
treatment for the tumor.
Cancer is a tough disease, but
not an unbeatable one. If anyone
can lick it, a former coach's wife
can.
You see, a coach's wife isn't
an ordinary housewife. She's
there to help her husband savor
the great wins and comfort him
after the disappointing losses. In
other words, she's there when
the score Is tied at SO in double
overtime and the other team is
at the foul line with no time left
She has to take care of her
family at home (the Welnert's
have three kids), and also be a
surrogate mother for the team.

At times, being the wife of a
coach can be a lonely endeavor
because of all the traveling he
must do.
When the team returned from
the road, Shirley was a fixture
behind the Falcons' bench. And
the team, as well as the officials,
always knew she was there.
In short, she was BG's biggest
supporter.
''Shirley loves me and the kids
on the team so much that she
was probably the only person
who didn't judge our success or
failure by trie scoreboard," John
Weinert said. "And she always
takes it personally if someone in
the stands would talk bad about
a player."
At St. Joseph's College (Ind.),
where Weinert coached before
coming here, Shirley took her
duties a step further. She
organized a campus organiztion
called "The St. Joe's Girls."

The girls raised spirit on
campus and also did favors for
the team. When Weinert first
arrived at St. Joe's, the team
had trouble getting 500 people in
the 1,800-seat fieldhouse. At the
end of the Weinerts' four years
there, the Pumas regularly
filled the fieldhouse.
Much of the credit went to
Shirley and her "St. Joe's
Girls. The team and the girls
honored her by giving her the
only reserved seat in the
fieldhouse. They painted her
name on a spot in the bleachers.
In BG, the Weinert bouse was
always open for the players.
Shirley always made the players
feel at home.
What sticks out in my mind is
the calls she made to me
thanking me for the stories I
wrote about her husband and the
team. That's going above and
U See Weinert, page 13.

Coe returns to lead Falcons
by Jeff McSheny

"I don't like to fail in
anything I do. I put a lot of
pressure on myself, sometimes too much, but I expect
the best and I'll keep on trying until I accomplish what I
want.''
_ Stephanie Coe

sports reporter

S • N.'v>- Alex Horvath

: Shirley Weinert

At the end of last season,
there was something that just
didn't sit weU with Stephanie
Coe.
She had helped the Bowling
Green women's basketball
team finish 16-10 which was
food enough for second-place
i the Mid-American Conference. But the Falcons' bestever finish wasn't enough for
Coe.
That's why she Is back.
"When basketball is all
over for me, there will be a
big void In my life," the fifthyear senior co-captain said.

"That's why I've decided to
stay an extra year."
To fill this gap, Coe wants
to help her squad capture the
MAC crown, the conference
tournament, and a bid to the

NCAA tourney. To many, this
seems quite a big order to fill.
But not for Coe. She has
what is called a commitment
to excellence.
Those few words describe a

whole lifetime for the Utica,
Mich, native. Be it athletics
or academics, Coe has a burning desire - to rise above the
rest to be the best.
"I don't like to fail in anyih.'ag I do," she said. "I put a
lot of pressure on myself,
sometimes too much, but I
expect the best and I'll keep
on trying until I accomplish
what I want."
IN BG'S first four games
this year (they are 3-1), Coe is
the second-leading scorer
with a 17.5 average at the
forward position. But there's
more...
"Stephanie Is a fine longG See Coe, page 13.

HIMMMIi

The Ladies of Alpha Delta Pi would like
to thank their dates for a wonderful time at

Frustration...

MISTLETOE MADNESS
1986

I

Missy & Dan
Leslie & Michael
Michele & Sean
Cindy & Dan
Ann & Scott
Sheryl & Larry
Sherrie & Scott
Cathy & Ed
Nancy & Paschalis
Janet & Guy
Cindy & Brad
Heidi & Bemie
Renee & Chris
Michelle & Kevin
Patty & Jeff

Cathy & Santa
Wendy & Bruce
The Joan & Jim
TK A "Richie"
Patsy & "I picked him!"
Minnie & the Sheriff
Deborah & James
the Spaz & the Lustman
Debby & Tony
Michelle & Todd
Rhonda & Paul
Lisa & Jeff
The Darling Twins &
the Sophisticated
Businessmen

1 "ft^lTh

!

Spaz & Ding-A-Ling
Same girl & the
Replacement
Daddy's Little Girl & the
Guy He Doesn't Know
About
Debbie & George
A Girl & A Guy
Michelle & Gary
Julie & Boywonder
Kim & Tim
Paili & Clark
Susan & "The Man"
Lori & He Man
Dawn & Jaime

h
u
r
s
d
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And Happy Holidays to Everyone!
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1 Buses leave
1
Kreischer:9:15,10:45
Union:1Q:0ai1:30
■VALUABLE COUPON

Toast the Holidays
AT BENTLEY'S SALOON

HAPPY HOURS
MOM

THE

WIO THUR
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BOCK REFERRAL SERVICE
ALL FORMS MUST BE
RETURNED BY
DECEMBER 12, 1986
w£»ti»au«'« Siu3»"i ao..-^»"i

TWO LARGE
PIZZAS 1

SAT

la*
UnaMM
NT
KM In OMNI
•no
tf.Tl

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
FROM 4-9 ENJOY SPECIAL
DRINKS AT SPECIAL PRICES
FEATURING OUR FAMOUS

SIP N DIP!

FOLD AND MAIL TO:
(VIA. CAMPUS MAIL)
405 Student Services
Bowtmg Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(410)372-6324
The BOOK REFERRAL SERVICE is a program
to help students buy and sell books
excluding the costly middleman. You
simply fill out the book description
and aend it through the Campus Mall to
U.S.G. We will then compile a master
list of all books available to all
students when you return in the Spring.
PIMM

"with everything
10 toppings for only

lift booki for sale.
MM Ml IXMKr ■

■m—1111 CM—
OH. MMW $m WMM

BOOK DESCRIPTION
Department and Course Nunfcer_
Title
Author
Your Name.
Phone

.

"mm'
Expires 12/18/Bfl
toppmgi include pepperonl. hom, bocon grouna beef itonon
toumoe, mahroomt. preen peppen. onom Hoi peppenono
oncfevtei upon requeti (NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR DKftiON:
:T!ONS)

WE
DELIVER

354-6500
112 Mercer St.
Bowling Green, OH

ID LitUc Caesars Pizza
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Hype continues for Browns, Bengals
Cincy defense maturing through season

Durable Kosar shrugs off injuries
BEREA (AP) - Young quarterback Bernie Kosar has proven his durability with the
Cleveland Browns this NFL season, and that, perhaps more
than his impressive passing statistics, has won the respect of his
teammates.
Through 14 games, Kosar has
completed 276 of 474 passes for
3,350 yards, 14 touchdowns and
10 interceptions. He also has
stayed in the game offensively
from start to finish each time.
There have been several occasions when an opposing defender
has broken through the Cleveland offensive line to stun the 23year-old Kosar. But despite all
the hard hits he has taken, the 6foot-5, 210-pound Kosar keeps
getting up for more.
"Yeah, he's a leader all the
way," Browns offensive tackle
Paul Farren says.

Last Sunday in Cleveland's 2117 victory over the Buffalo Bills,
Kosar took a hard shot from
blitzing linebacker Eugene
Marve in the second quarter and
for a few seconds was on the
turf, doubled up in pain.
In the third quarter, his throwing arm struck the helmet of one
of his teammates, and he shook
his arm to relieve the sting to his
elbow.
Still, he again was there until
the end to lead the Browns to the
victory.
"We don't want to see him get
hit like that, but when it happens
and you see him get right back
up and say, 'Come on, we've got
to get going if we're going to win
this thing,' that does a lot for an
offensive unit. It spreads
through everybody," Farren
said.
NEITHER KOSAR nor Coach
Marty Schottenheimer care to

talk much about the quarterback's physical status.
Team trainer Bill Tessendorf
said there is no cause for concern about the apparent elbow
injury in the Buffalo game.
"That can hurt for awhile, but
it's nothing out of the ordinary,"
Tessendorf said.
Kosar has been out of the
offense on just two plays, pass
attempts on fake kicks by
punter-field goal holder Jeff
Gossett, who completed one of
the two passes for 30 yards.
One of the Browns who has
witnessed Kosar's toughness is
reserve quarterback Mike Pagel, an NFL veteran of five
seasons who has yet to get in for
even a single play.
Prior to this season, Pagel
started in 47 of his 51 games with
the Indianapolis Colts. He said
he is ready to see action against
the Cincinnati Bengals Sunday.

CINCINNATI (AP) - While the Cincinnati Bengals' offense draws raves for its quick-strike firepower, their defense has quietly been building a
reputation for consistently good play.
The Bengals' defense has unproved dramatically over the 1985 unit that allowed the thirdhighest point total in the National Football League
and left the club needing to score a lot of points to
have a chance to win.
Rebuilt through off-season acquisitions, the
Bengals' defense has held two of their last four
opponents to just a touchdown. They became the
first team to hold New England under 20 points
this season in a 31-7 victory over the Patriots-last
Sunday.

TUBA

.*. mHCHHOHN.

TR6MB6N£

"We've made steady progress," defensive coordinator Dick LeBeau said. The last month, we've
been playing pretty good football."
The Bengals started slowly on defense this
season. They gave up at least 24 points in four of
their first five games, including a 44-7 drubbing by
Chicago. They ve allowed 20 or fewer in three of
their last four games to keep Cincinnati in position
for a playoff spot.
The Bengals, 9-5, play the 10-4 Cleveland

THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BQSU HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY AND
CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

|
§
.£

IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING IN ONE OF •
THESE ENSEMBLES CONTACT:
m
UNIVERSITY BANDS
1010 MOORE MUSICAL ARTS
372-2186
PERCUSSION

CLARINET

jjj
H
FLUTE...'

INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS

ftUnd*

A COLORFUL
AND WIDE SELECTION
OF SWEATERS

K.XPERIFNCE THE UNTIED COLORS OF

k

TOLEDO. OHIO
Poriwfc Mdikeiplace
Franklin Pt,k Mill

YOU'RE

Call 332-3331 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza
" ~M| ■■■ BBBB '"• 12-l»-«*™™ HHH ■■

DAYTON OHtO
Salem Mall
Dayton Mall

WHERE: University Union, 3rd Floor, Fort Room, Open (H)
WHAT TO DO: Register, schedule delivery, and make your payment
l Bed Loft
S25
$80
$10

LOFT RATES
SPRING SEM. RENT
PURCHASE
ASSEMBLY (Opt.)

2 Bed Loft
$55
$180
$20

FREE LOFT DELIVERY
Register at the Union Fort Room, Dec. 11,12 (9am4pm)
or call in lor a mail-in registration form
LOFT CONSTRUCTION - 352-3836 (9am-5pm)

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS

WHEN YOU BUY 14K GOLD

Reward yourself with a 14K gold ArtCarved ring,
and we*ll take $35 off its price
or give you a $50 necklace, free.
Our Representative is on campus with distinguished
traditional and contemporary styleseach backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty.

CLASS RINGS

TIME

•3.95
FREE DELIVERY

is TODAY

$35 OFF OR
A FREE $50 NECKLACE

DATE

Large 2 Item Pizza

FOR SPRING SEMESTER

GOLD
10-4 pm

MARK'S

LOFT REGISTRATION

WORTH

Dec. 18 ft if

i
i
i

"When Jim Skow's in there, we have four
rookies and two second-year men on the field.
That's over half the lineup," be said.
Skow, a rookie, has gotten more playing time on
the defensive line as the season has gone along.
The Bengals also are using rookie linebacker Joe
Kelly, rookie defensive backs David Fulcher and
Lewis Billups, and second-year players Emmanuel King and Carl Zander.
"These players are acquiring the experience
necessary to play well for four quarters, which we
did against New England," LeBeau said.

I HAIR REPAIR
I
PERM
I HAIRCUT
SPECIAL
I SPECIAL
no
I $i rJ shampoo
$25 short
on
I (regular $10)
I
hair
I
I Coupon must be presented ( S)
I
YeUow Hoose Mnd Taco M
I 352-2566

For The Holidays
it's

r

Browns at Riverfront Stadium on Sunday in what
amounts to a showdown for the AFC Central
Division title.
CINCINNATI'S PERFORMANCE against New
England was perhaps its best of the season,
snuffing out what had been the highest-scoring
offense in the league.
"We've reached the maturity level where this
type of performance can be duplicated," LeBeau
said. "That will be necessary the nert couple of
weeks."
LeBeau believes the defensive improvement is
the result of young players maturing.

University Bookstore, Siud.nl SarvtoM BWg.
PlAc'.fc
■.

The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations is now distributing the Budget Request
Forms to those student organizations seeking
General Fee funds for 1987-88. This form is
available in room 305, Student Services Building.
The forms must be completed and returned to
Room 305 Student Services Building, by Monday,
February 9,1987.

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Coe
D Continued from page 11.
range shooter," Falcon bead
coach Fran Voll said. "But she
has become a more complete
player.
'^This year, I can see her as a
rebounder, passer, and a good
defensive player."
Her work ethic, however,
doesn't stop on the hardwood.
Throughout her four years of
college, Coe has accumulated a
3.86 grade-point average as a
criminal justice major.
After graduation in December, she said she plans to work
on a masters degree in rehabilitation counseling. To Voll, Coe is
a light in what has become a
darkening tunnel.
"In a time when there's a lot
of bad raps against sports persons, we can look at a person
like Steph," the third-year coach
said. "She demonstrates what's
good about sports and athletics."

"In a time when there's a lot of bad raps
against sports persons, we can look at a person
like Steph. She demonstrates what's good
about sports and athletics."
- Fran Voll
For Coe, earning good grades
became more or less a way of
life. Both her parents, Joseph
and I.uAnne, are educators. Her
father is a principal and her
mother a teacher.
"I learned very early that I
had to get good grades before
anything else," Coe said.
WHILE ACADEMICS have always been a mainstay in Coe's
life, her basketball future was
uncertain after high school (Eisenhower). She came to BG as a
"walk-on" and became nothing
more than a mere practice
player her freshman year.
By the end of the year, how-

ever, Coe received a scholarship. Her sophomore year, she
averaged over 15 ppg, while
averaging 13.S last year. For her
efforts on the court, she was
named honorable mention AllMAC. Coe also earned a spot on
the first team all-conference
academic squad.
While Voll hasn't seen all of
Coe's five-year rise in the BG
basketball program, he has
seen enough in his three years
with the Falcons.
"Stephanie is a person that
demands much from herself,"
Voll said. "And she wants to live
up to her potential on and off the

court."
Coe has proven her worth in
both areas, academic and athletics. Her desire and perseverance have made her a champion
of sorts in two worlds.
But her story is far from over.
She has one last score to settle .. .to win the MAC tide.
If Coe's past record is any
indication, the Falcons can
count on getting that longawaited crown.
D D □ D
FALCON NOTES: The
women
will be in action this evening at
7:30 against Cleveland State in
Cleveland. The Falcons have
won three in a row from the
Vikings including a 76-55 victory
last season.

Weinert
U Continued from page 11.
beyond the call.
Possibly the toughest time for the coach's
wife, worse than any one-point loss, was
when the coach was diagnosed as having
cancer a few years ago.
"I now know that it had to be tougher on

her than it was on me, when I was being
treated for it," her husband said. "She got
me through it. She is the greatest person in
my life. There isn't many more sacrifices
she can make for me."
Knowing the Weinert's, they are both
going to fight this disease the full 15 rounds and come out champions.

SKI
JACKSON HOLE

These days, they don't get out of the house
too much, according to ex-coach Weinert.
The chemotherapy has taken its toll.

FUH • FUN • FUN!

♦299

Humor is always the best medicine.
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STUDENT RECREATION CENTER

HOLIDAY BREAK HOURS
December 13-23, 26-31, 1986
January 2-11, 1987
Center
Cooper Pool
Andrews Pool
LIFT
Family
age 7-17
under 7

SSgt Mark Antram
at (419) 354-3133 collect

(♦100 d.potrt)

4.

Mike Poplar, vice president
of the Stadium Corp., which
manages Municipal Stadium,
said yesterday that the baseball team's new owners,
Richard and David Jacobs,
have yet to discuss the fate of
the Depression-era facility
near Lake Erie.
"We don't know which way
the dome bodes," said Poplar, who is also vice president
of finance for the Cleveland
Browns of the National Football League, another user of
the 80,00ft-seat stadium.

"The Jacobses haven't had
any conversations with us at
all," he said. "I guess that's
the next thing."
Technically, the Indians'
one-year lease is up for renewal this month, and Poplar
said he is awaiting the paperwork on the lease. The Indians open the 1967 baseball
season April 10 against the
Baltimore Orioles.
The Jacobs brothers' purchase of the Indians for $35
million from the estate of F. J.
O'Neill was approved Tuesday by American League and
National League owners during their winter meetings in
Hollywood, Fla.
Richard Jacobs said later
that he would soon discuss the
matter of a domed stadium
with representatives of the
Greater Cleveland Domed
Stadium Corp.

"I keeping telling her that my hair won't
grow back, but hers will," he said.

Get your career off
to a flying start!
Attend Air Force Officer
Training School,
earn a commission
and begin a rewarding career
The Air Force offers you good
pay, complete medical care
and much more. Call

■ 4-*r lift Hektt

* '}fohdM,t

CLEVELAND (AP) - The
sale of the Cleveland Indians
to local real-estate developers has shifted the interest
of the city's sports establishment to the future of Municipal Stadium and the possible
construction of a domed facility.

COLLEGE
GRADUATESAIM HIGH.
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Tribe sale prompts
dome discussions
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Noon ■ 9 p.m.
Noon - 2 p.m 5 - 8 p.m.
1 -8 p.m
$3 anytime
Noon - 9 p.m.
1 - 8 p.m (Andrews Pool Only)

Recreation Center will be closed December 24 and 25.
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NEED EXTRA MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS?

~£-

SANTA SAYS: "SELL YOUR BOOKS BACK TO THE

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE!"

;#*-

r&-

r^-

WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR USED
TEXTS AND TOP WHOLESALE
PRICES FOR DISCONTINUED BOOKS!

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E. Wooster
Across from Harshman
9-5:30 M-F
9-5 Sat.
"^{SL. <JHL

"*Tfcw«. OH-

^
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LAO. A.
The LMkn Ml Oey Alenee wa not meet
tcoight Mesanga wl rww m January KM
■ good break'

CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS

Wl pay »50 to nda w North Cant-al Funds
Dec 23 382-4382

Happy 22nd Bklhdsy' Hope the one tope Via
real You're so vary special lo me' ri tress you
over break I car. I wan M tonight lor that prime

SERVICES OFFERED

CHRISTMAS PARTY
lor it AD CLUB membere « Potyeyee. Thurs
day, Dae 11 from 6--8
MERRY CHRISTMAS"
ATTBOKWt K. CIROLO ITALIAMO
Conversation hour Coma practloa your ItsAen
and maal others who ara xiter eaied in tha Man
language at Potyeyes 8 30 p m Thursday
Dec 4
•ETA ALPHA PSI
Fall Initiation Banquet
TMraday. Decambar II, Bowling Oraan Holiday Inn. Cocktails al 6:00 and buffet dinner at
7:00 Price la 87.00 for mambara and traa to
pledges. Plaaaa sign up and pay In tl>a Accounting Dapt. Ottlca. Also tha soth Annhw
sary ol tha Business Dapt wHI
Thara srW ba a cash bar and fun far ill1

Undargraduala Henry megenne On MM for
$200 m Urrrxrtay Hal tram 8-3. Wad
Thura

Ateeraaonsl Hamming
aMrai 8 rJrann. letters seem on.
muM be dean 362-7288

Ream during Finals Week'
TMa Monday. Dae 15. Woman lor Woman afl
maat In ma uCF lounga. 7-8 p.m to ahara
idaaa and ralax w*h Wanda Alara eeloomal
TalTVAl
Happy Hours si Rocky Rococo
Thuraday. Dae 11 from 5 to 9 p.m.
Food and fun for everyone

HousEsrmNo
FOR CHRISTMAS BREAK
DENMS. 2-3337
PragnarsT? Conoama7 Fraa
active ■sorrreason By
CaJ now 354-HOPE

MODEL OF ALZHEIMER'S
E". OR MARLYNE KILBEV 0EPT. OF
PSYCHOLOGY. WAYNE STATE UNIVERSfTY
THUR80AY, DECEMBER 11,1:M P.M., ROOM
112. LIFE SCIENCES 81 DO., FREE AND OPEN
TO THE PUBLIC. PRESENTED BY THE B0SU
PSYCHOLOGY DEFT T A HP S
"AN

PERSONALS

EXAM SPECIAL 18 95 PER NIGHT
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA HOTEL
Study and reku <i the prrvacy ol
your own room Dae. 7-11 ft Dec 14-16
Early ckm a ate ck-out Continental
laeafclasl ft tree coffee Reev 3524671 On students most show vakd
ID Non students not

Oood Luck on Flnala

LOST It FOUND
BO News mealing lor volunteers-writers and
photographers every Sunday. 8 pm, 210
West Hall For turther information can
372-2603

LOtT: 14K 0OLD PJNO WITH OARNCT
STONE. LAST SEEN IN 8TH FLOOR OFFENHAUER EAST BATHROOM BEFORE
THANKSGIVING. PLEASE CALL 97242*0 OR
172-1402 REWARD!'

Coma meet Rev Tom Green. Flrat
PresOylenan Church. BG

LOFT REGISTRATION
FOR SPRING SEMESTER
BATTraEUMON
TODAYP
STOP IN AT THE FORT ROOM
on the 3rd floor. 8-6 To regattas.
schedule your detvery or assembly
(Jap 13-16) and make your payment

LOST Cabbage Patch do! near Union on
Wednesday If found, cal 352 1927 Yeeow
feat, yeaow dreaa

THURSDAY DECEMBER 11
1 330PM

LOST
DORM KEY KEYCHAJN LOOKS
SIMILAR TO AN ORIENTAL COIN ABOUT 1
I -2" IN DIAMETER. HEAD OF JESUS ON ONE
SIDE
ORIENTAL WRITING. PRAYING
WOMEN. AND THE WORDS. •FAITH. CHARITY. HOPE" ON THE OTHER SkTJE PLEASE
RETURN IMMEDIATELY TO CEUNA CHAT
MAN. 372-5884. 418 DUNBAR HALL

Everyone « welcome, especiaty
Presbyterian students!1
FUTURE TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
MEETING WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 10TH
7.00. 306 MOSELEY
RAFFLE WILL TAKE PLACE AND YEARBOOK
PICTURES WILL BE TAKEN

LOFT REGISTRATION
FOR SPRING SEMESTER
IS AT THE UNION
TODAY"
STOP IN AT THE FORT ROOM
on the 3rd Floor, 8-6. To regteter.
schedule your Oesvery or assembly
Man. 13-16) and make your payment

NEED A RIDE BACK TO BOWLING GREEN
FROM PITTSBURGH FOR X MAS BREAK?
CHARTERED BUS AVAILABLE ONLY (28
CALL 372-6305 AN0 ASK FOR LAURA

■ LISAPASSOVCongratutatlona on your engagement 10 DAVE
ADAMSONI I'm so happy for you both
Love Your AXO Buddy.

Holy

otmtm

THURSDAY STUDENTS WITH
VALID ID $2.00

•BECKY THOMAS'
Happy 181b Birthday1' How can anyone so
amal be so old? Hard to befteve. youl never
peas Wel. thai« your 1 si personal to celebrate
your 1 at beer Drtn* K slow you don't want lo
gat too tanked Remember, FT hurts worse the
morning after Plus, rldoesnt take too much lor
ma Key dingy to gel inebriated Who s the)? ft
me Supreme Being

COMEDY WITH
\HEART AND SOUL

mi ,9
7:30 A 9:15

MONDAY STUDENT NIGHT $2
EVES. ADULTS $3.50

CLA-ZEL_

N MAN ST *■ Jii-U6l

ATTENTION ALPHA PHI INRUSHES:
On Saturday, SNOWBOUND you art* be I
Oat psyched tor one la si blowout
before finale I

CLINT EASTWOOD
HEARTBREAK RIDGE

^ a^%

cajl

X

Let Santa !
or his helper {
deliver your
balloon bouquet

The Balloonman .

feralskll apt. 8111.18 raaath mrliilii a*
uMMles Cleee lo both cemeus end town. Cell
SSX107.

FREE BUNNYI AN DEAL X-MAS PReSENT^
WU. ONLY OWE AWAY TO A RESPONSIBLE
PERSON-NEEDS GOOD HOMEI CALL
LAUPftE OR VAL AT 383-2347.
OesOOVV RECORDS
425 E WOOSTER (BE HMO DAJRY MART)
WON SAT 11 8
M HONOR Of GRETCHEN PEACOCK
'DRUNKEN STUPOR" CONTINUES
0000 LUCK" WEIL MBS YOUII
LOVE. CINDY

John Y. and Marti E
Thanks lor an IWeraeUng and unforgettable
■ma at Vie Duo' Maybe weI 00 > again next
year' Have a super Chrletmes'Love your Pi Phi
Dates
Amy and JuM

I'VE BEEN TRVfNG TO LOCATE YOU SINCE
WE SWAM TOGETHER AT THE PORTAGE
BLOWOUT LEAVE MESSAGE AT 353-8913
BOB

352-6061

(

LYN BROOKS
rwve we orry known you a semester? It seema
Bui SO much longer. We aft love you very much
and «■ maw you when you graduate' HAPPY
BIRTHDAY LITTLE ROOMMATE Love,
Chaneee. Deb end El
Open Doors Key Into Opportunities
Apply for en R A k» today
Party with RSA
Saturday at the
DRY DOCK

Jnrvenuty student seeking a garage m which lo
store res car over the Winter months ant pay
caahl Please contact Jeff Davta at 372-B33B
R A a ere specat people
Jon our ranks today

RSAaHoarJayCnase

■M

DRY DOCK
Dec 13. 18M
VanOoaaet,
You outdk) yoursaf with ins year's Pancake
Breakfeel Nol only was It a succeea. but we at
had tun' A t>g thanks to Susan's committee and
lo everyone who helped out Love, Your PN Mu

MM

learn in English
• Spend 5 weeks in France
• Earn up to 6 Credit Hours in
Business or Economics
• See the European Economic
Community (EEC) Headquarters
in Brussels.
For more information contact:
Dr. Bevers D. Mabry
321 Economics
372-6868 or 372-2646

i*0*0tC-f&t0l&tOtC-K*tC>tC-*C-t&tOtOf

PLEASE HELP MEM

Congratulatlona Mary Gorman on your recent
Pis Mu-PIKA ■■seating to Ale. Warmnn
What waa so apodal about that pa* outfit?
Love, your PIS Mu sellers

Summer Study in France

FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPPJNO SEMESTER
APARTMENT ON 4TH STREET RENT $820
A SEMESTER-WILL TAKE 8400 New Carpet
and tumaure. Must ssaf CALL DtANN AT
382-0763.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER CLOSE TO CAMPUS 8660 FOR
SEMESTER CALL DEBBIE 363-3024
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
FOR LARGE APARTMENT ON CLOUOH
SPFSNG SEMESTER-CALL CATHY 364-8800
'Female IUMIBHSSS needed tor spacious onebedroom apartment $126 par month and
uaTrass. 362-2187
Female roommate to lubleese apertment Spring
Semester-Vel Manor across Irom KoH Hel
I 363-8805

Looking for female roommete Spring Semester
Very otaae lo campus. New furniture and
carpal 818 Ruga Cal Joyce 363-6108 or
372-3426.

RSA'S
HOUOAY CRUISE
DRY DOCK
SATURDAY
HOUOAY CRUISE
DRY DOCK
SATURDAY

>*OIC>tC-fC<t&*&t

OeapsrsaaV eesUng 2 femnaa lo siplsssi rkca
2 bedroom spsrtnent across from llarsnman
Oued Al uawea nckjoed. e.cept electnc Cal
I iJasalil 383-2348

Krn Rtohards. Sarah Evane. and Kety Major,
We al hed e wonderful time at ma Chnetmea
eeterhood What a great way to celebrate our
4081 bkViday. Thanks to you and your commitlea for a great evening
ThePhlMus
LESUE FELDERSTEIN
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR SfOMA CHIALPHA 0AM LAVAUERING TO MATT I'M
SUPER HAPPY FOR YOU" DOES THIS MEAN
I'M GOING TO HAVE TWO ROOMMATES INSTEAD OF ONE NEXT SEMESTER?
LOVEYA,
DEIRORE
P S BETTER LATE THAN NEVER

Take RSA.
rtoedayCnsee
tome DRY DOCK
Oecember 13, 1886
TalTVAl
Happy Hours el Reeky Rococo
Than., Dec 11 from ft ■ I p.m
Foed end fun for everyone
Typing and Word Proceeaeig Services snd
nssumea Thesssanddaasrtalnni AtoZDatatrom UMnana. 3S2-6042

"XI THRTY-SEVEN SENT FROM HEAVEN
Pledgrig • armost over and you al worked so
hard IhadaMoftunandyouarseiextremely
special to me' irarets lo Amy Waakh. the
greeseat eaeeMant ever! Xi Love. Kethl

WANTED

to*&*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*m*»

10-speed bete for sate
$60 or bast offer
Cel Carol at 372-1224
1873 Chevy Nova Runs great body good. ex.
ceaant winter trahaportatlon $460 cat Pal
363-2706.
1B74 VW Hue super beat
very good oond , 73.000 I
436-7688 8 em- B pm

d, A-C,
a. $1600 Cal

1977 VW sever beeae. sanderd. vary good enrvJBon, 1 at owner. 60.000 maes. $2000 Cel
435-7669 from 8 am- 8 pm
81 key Ceaio electronic keyboard
6 hand crochet ripple avghane 48 « 60 Coma
saa al 60S S. Grove
Oorm-ened refrigerator, bedroom
much more Cal 364-1662

furniture

FOR SALE -1876 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
Blue with back top and back Interior Stored
eat 2 Winters! MUST SELL-fl ntereated. cal
362-4246 after 4:00 p.m Ask tor Andrew
FOR SALE Scott Ski boots sue 7 8 men's grey
and back. wHi extra upper ehol. Eitcseenl
beginner boot negotiable Steve 2-6216
LOOK OUTI. A red house, only one block horn
cempus end the depoen m pad SuNeese tor 2
peopreal I47S Ccaege kxmoreriforrnetlon
cal 372-3876
Penau 35 mm camera tor ask) Asking $136.
nctudas case end 60 mm tens. Brand new eri
the beginning ol the semester Excelem shape'
Cel Katty 2-5509

MALE NON SMOKING ROOMMATE NEEDED
TO SHARE ONE-BEDROOM APT SPRING
SEMESTER ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
$620 PER SEM. 8 ELEC CALL DON
362-1718

Single Bad with Headboard. Reclner Ctaar.
Bedroom Dresser Desk $10 each A14~only
$36 Cal Joe 352-8607

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRMQ
TERM. HAVE YOUR OWN ROOM' CALL
ANYTeAE 363-3414

FOR RENT

Need female to subreeee apertment lor Spring
semeater Close to campus. Please cal
364-0028. f 120 per laoratl includes heat.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
APT WITH 3 CALL 364-0328
: A male to sublease my apartment for
Spring Semester Cal-352 2341 and ask tor
Rm
Nonsmoking mala roommate lor Spring and-or
Summer Own room, $167 per mo. 4 alec 4th
St., 362 2788. evertinga.
One ncn-entoktng roommate needed to sublet
Haven House apertmenl with three males Spring Semester, cel 363-1373
Out ■*eMMHitnv r>ej>aj)o***d SpctOQ S#>i*#M#r.
Cleee to campus race apartment (Haven
Haass,. Call 882-8814
ROOMMATE NEEDED, own bedroom. $150
par month 1 mattes 8th St Cal 353-4218
Want to rve with 3 tun females who ara easy lo
get along with? Then we've got the answer for
you. Cal 353 4600. Dabble, Sefy. or Mad 2
blocks from campus.
WAltTlD-OeNOt* TICKET*
Any rtgnt-Clavesaid Coeesum
Price NegoMbav-Caa Chna 364-7286
WANTED-Male lo sublease apt for Sprtng
Own room. $140 per month Mora
1353-3717
Wanted: 2 male roommetea for Spring
Semeater Close to campus Cel Brian at
363-4628
WANTED: Mae to eubieeae apt for Spring
Semeater Only $600 tor rant tor entire
semester More nlormsbon. cal 363-1662
Wanted Roommate needed lor Spring
Semester Near campus. $100 par month snd
utaoee Cal 362-8816

HELP WANTED

1 female to lubtasss 4 parson spe/imsnl Sprng Semeater Behind Dexters. 352-3027
1 or 2 people to lublssil apt on Em St Cloee
to campus. Cat now. eatable immedalely
352-2367 or 354-0922-you psy electric onfy
2 Ismslss wanted to subresss apt for Spring
Very doss to campua. $126 as., pars ease
Hast pd Free cable, bacorry Would share kj
bedroom, kj Kmg room A kitchen 352-9611.
Shad or Chans
3 December Graduating Seniors ara desperate
to SUBLEASE lor Spring semester s beeutilm.
spacious 2 bedroom furrlehed apartment Free
gas, hast snd water Please cel NOW
363-3317.
A room lor lemele Dec 16 to August In private
home wati cooking prrvesges 363-1014
Cal
354-3533 or 354 1852
APT POR RENT SPP4N0 8EME8TER
Furrwshed 2 bedroom, 2 bath Very dean, new
lurnrture and carpet FREE WATER. FREE
CABLE. FREE HEAT' ONE MONTH'S RENT
FREE II confirmed by Saturday Dec 13. Csl
363-0733 «ter 6 p.m. weekdays or anytime
DESPERATE' SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM FUR
NrSHED APT WITH BALCONY AVAILABLE
FOR SUBLEASE SPRING SEMESTER MAY
RENT PAID FREE HEALTH SPA PRFVrLEGES
CALL 353-1568
FEMALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE APT. FOR
BPRslia SEMESTER. FOR MORE INFOftMATION CALL MARYROM AT 1IJ-107I
FOR SUBllHASE-SPFtlNG 87-FURNISrlED 2
BEOROOM-2 BATHROOM APARTMENT,
$370MONTH > UT8.. 841 BTH ST.. NO. 7-CALL 352 9302
FUN. NORMAL glrta looking lor one ol the same
for 87 Sprtng Semester Cloee to campus. Cel
Deb 353-8706
HOLIDAY SHOPPING?
aasWajM or met browse st RE. Management
Company. 506 Ctougti, B16. The elves are
busy there' 362-8302
Houses snd apartments dose to campus for
Summer Oemeeler 1887 and 198768 school
year. 1-287-3341

Key Operator -Counlerperson
Bright, eef-savfsrs wanted tor ful
end pert-time temporary help from
January 2nd-Jenuary 31 st May
develop Wo psrrreyient position
Apply before Dec 12 at KINKO'S COPIES.
113Raaroed

Large 1 bedroom furniehed apertmenl tdeej tor
greduete or working person couple Pod. laundry, tree cable snd bus service Cel Tony or
Ceron at 363-2332
Need female to share house Need mate to
■here apartment Four month lease for 2nd
.001362-7365
Newly
oond

lypmg/ Trenecnpllone Tas Prep leal RSV
nmnrafiti Rstss Many r,pe«tviee 10%
OFF weh ad Cel 886-2288 7 days per week.
WANTED: Students to serve as RAs
tor the 1887-88 Softool year.
Apptylrjdsy

NATURAL BEAUTY PREPARATIONS
YOU CAN MAKE
AMAZING RESULTS. FULL DIRECTIONS
ONLY $2. ANNLtN PUBLICATIONS
2S546F WISTARIA..
CANYON COUNTRY. CA 81361

Can wa MK? Dsapsrslsly seeking e lun-lovlng.
ferrate roomie Cel 353 4800 Debbie. Set,.
or Meet. Ctose to campus

LOFT NEEDED
vr» negotiate price
Cat Bethany or Tracy al 372-8760

Concerned about Snare?
Do you need a study breek?
Take RSA'a Hoeoay
Crurae al the Dry Dock.
Saturday. December 13m.

MMMM*

A nice, tnendry. lun-lovlng lemere roomie needed for Sprtng Semeater Close to campus, on ol
Troup St. Cal 383-4800. Debbie. See, or
Mad

KELLY. 0EANNA, UN. and MUA. Am you
ready for the "2nd annual AIM MATHERCHeDY S0CHA trials btowout"? Don't forget
the groundnJae MERRY CHPaSTUASII

Chip Thoeaaon,
How does it feel to be SNOWBOUND??

Congmtiasttona Nancy GaerrvBe and Dawn
AOame on your pooieons of Chapter and
Scholarahip Chair reepeenvey Welcome to
cadet ThePtHMua

FOR SALE

For your convenience we now have area eervtce Ba sure to grve ua a cal when you want to
send flowers The Ftower Baekst 168 S Men.
Downtown 352-6395

C.A.
Thank you for
five wonderful years'
Love.
Vour Blta

1 nrttt student to sub-leeaa UnrverHy Vaaoe
Apt. Sprmg 87 nmsMir For deaaH cal
383-2048
2 fun female roorreaa Spring Semeetai
PoolslOa apartment
Cheap rent
Call
383-0228

SOSU BOXER SHORTS WILL BE AVAILABLE
AT THE B A BUILDING THIS WEEK STOP BY
BETWEEN CLASSES CASH OR CHECKS ACCEPTED

^a^yMMrtHassflp-aMlM^

1 lemele to lutlseai apaHment for Spring
Simnm Cal Jute 383-4012 ener 10 pm

Seekjng UaW ApoScants
who are wfsng to permit MeoKal
Students to perform e genae) eiuaiaaauii on
mam Wl pay $26 par eaaaon Cal Medical
Coaegeol Ofeo al 381 -4808

DougE Freeh'
Onfy 2 more days untl you And Out who your
148 ManiBa 8.9 a'
I cent war

SSI

RIDES

le BG weather getting you down? Go for a
change Netonal Student Exchange Abend
one ol over 00 ccesges throughout the country
Find out more. TODAY. 1 00 p m . 231 Admin
BUg . or CM 372-6202

PS Sagacc'

Jane Roee^'Thanka lor juet being you and being thara for uet You're a graet C.D.C. Luv, me
Alpha De«a

LOST 18 gold chan on 12 8-86 Sentimental
value Plaaaa return Reward Mary. 382-4420

UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
313 Thursttn Ave
(comer of Thursfln ft Ridge)

It, 00or wak-m

Love ye arweya
Tail

1 lemele roommete for Spring Ntoe apertmenl
Ofay 1 block from campus (180 a month Cal
363-0208. ask lor Ursusi

Campus Repreeentattva Wanfedstudents who know the* wey around
campua to be Khko'l rapreeentatrves
Fandble part time schedule
Must be outgoing with an
aptitude for lares
Apply at USRelrroedSI

HstoWsnted
Competent, amcatnt typaM needed.
Must be a se« motveled IrvJMdusI
rsquktng H— wcmsHUn. 70 words
par maxas raqukad. irajmrjry-wraar
a>penence prafarrad. Apply al KfNKO S
COPIES. 113ReaoadSI

Mated house tor rant aaaall se
Cel 363-1731 eftsr 8:00 p.m

MOW RENTING FOR 8748 SCHOOL YEAR
FURftUMltD I BEDROOM APARTMENTS
LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS. INCIUOES:
CABLE TV. AM COf4DmO*«rNQ, LAUNDRY
AMD STORAOE FACILITIES AND PARKtNO
RENT I* MM PER PERSON PER SEMESTER
(EXCLUOwtQ ELECTRIC t OASI WITH 4 PEOPLE IN THE APARTMENT. CALL TIM AT BUFF
APARTMENTS AFTER S P.M.. 112-7182.
One bedroom efficiency Non-emrjklng mats
$180. Extras Cal 352-8208 or 372-7743.
ask tor Area.
Smote apertment or can be occupied by two tor
Sprtng Semester Csl 363-4825.
I 2 bedroom. 1 ( 1-2 bath, unturrkah
ad traa cable, al uesass. except rAectnc
■ atari! kajasaaWaV, 3648600
i Eladency Apt. 216 Pos. No 60.
$186 unfurnlehed. al utRBes included.
Al ■at/I, Dae 1 5 thru May 1 5. 1987

A NI6HT OUT AT THE DRY DOCK

ATTENTION
CLEVELAND 8TU0CNT8

with

Went lo eam cruck ceah for the
hotueys? We offer a variety of ight nouetnel
and oaatoaj work In your area You ere needed
now' For further Mormatlon. paaee OH me 04yout

RSA

HOtWS.INC.
Beechwood 831 5854
MMrJeburg HIS--642-7821
Rocky RNar--333-e060
Solon-34 8-0750
Mentor 851-6357

PARTY TO THE REGGAE SOUND OF

RHYTHM DOCTOR
^° »,<#*
*K

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13
9-1 am

DO YOU WANT TO BE FAM0U8 starling ne*
mi
ft Wa eevj and are Mad « bsrrdIIHSJ. rock. Top 40. end dance muelc prater
red Please cat Ui and Renee st 372-4374

*Q

%
%

FREE LEIS TO THE FIRST 300 PEOPLE

50* OFF ANY DRINK W/ THIS COUPON

<^UyjJt

GOOD ONLY DEC 13,1986

N

Make hundrede weekly maang drcularsl No
cwa.1 LMM Rush sal addnsnd asemped
■i.stops: AM MAR 266 rasbertson. Dapt. P4
a. CA 80211
Sraaa ere up' Deevery drivers needed Apply
BO Lata Ceaeer a $3 60 1 uuiimiialon. Muet
be 1$yaa>aoteo»eridrraj«iaareoarsndev

Give a hoot
Don't pollute.

